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16 April 2015 
 
Mr. Stephen Loquet 

Chief Information Officer 

Department of Education and Communities, NSW 

 

Dear Mr. Loquet, 

Re: Health-related concerns of increased microwave  electromagnetic radiation at schools as 

WiFi routers and other mobile/wireless devices 

I write to you to follow up on the meeting at the Department of Education & Communities (DEC 

NSW) on 11 July 2014, that resulted from my previous discussion with Hon. Minister for Education 

Mr. Adrian Piccoli.  The parent group I am part of had the opportunity to discuss the health-related 

concerns about wireless technologies used in NSW schools with Mr. Phil Sherwin (acting CIO) and 

his colleague Mr Jordan Race.  I was accompanied by Mrs. Elizabeth Madders, Castle Hill High 

School P&C’s Head of subcommittee on wireless technology and Mrs. Carolyn Vanderklauw, 

parent of Castle Hill High and Public Schools who represents the CHHS P&C on the Australian 

Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Authority (ARPANSA) public liaison committee, the 

Electromagnetic Energy Reference Group (EMERG).  Both your DEC colleagues were very open to 

discussion as we raised our concerns about the long term safety (health effects) of WiFi and other 

wireless technologies that expose children and school staff to microwave (MW) radiation, a type 

of high energy radiofrequency (RF) electromagnetic radiation (EMR).  They agreed to look into the 

matter and aim at developing guidelines for schools for safer use of digital technologies.  I note 

that under the Australian Radiofrequency Standards (RPS3), it is a legal requirement to take efforts 

to minimise exposure.  This will be further clarified below.  Mr. Sherwin provided us with the 

information sheet on wireless technology from Aruba, the technology company servicing DEC. 

We believe that health and well-being of students and staff are at risk at present and, as such, we 

seek a meeting with you at the first opportunity to discuss our objectives as outlined at the end of 

this letter. 

Our parent group would like to address this very complex issue under following sub-headings: 

 Background to our concerns 

 Public exposure regulation by the ARPANSA RPS3 standards  

 Precautionary Principle adopted in other parts of the world 

 Occupational Health & Safety for school staff and legal liability 

 Inaccurate statements in the Aruba information sheet used by DEC 

 Scientific evidence directly relevant to RF-EMR exposure from WiFi and other wireless 
devices, e.g. mobile and cordless phones.  

 Summary and our objectives 

 Appendix with details of supporting scientific studies 
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1. Background to our concerns 

The World Health Organization (WHO)’s International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), on 31 
May 2011, classified RF-EMR, a type of non-ionizing radiation, as a class 2B possible human 
carcinogen after 30 international experts evaluated the scientific evidence available at the time, 
particularly the emerging evidence linking mobile phone use to brain cancer 
(http://www.iarc.fr/en/media-centre/pr/2011/pdfs/pr208_E.pdf). This placed mobile/wireless radiation 
in the same category as DDT and lead.  Since this IARC review, more data on human brain cancers 
have been published, further affirming associations previously seen: that cumulative exposure to 
mobile phone radiation increases brain cancer risk—double the risk after 1640 hours (or more), or 
after 10 years of use in the “heaviest” users averaging at 27 min/day as per Interphone and even 
higher risk as per Hardell studies, and a nearly tripled risk after 896 hours or more use as per the 
recent French CERENAT study. 

However, in stark contrast to government measures taken with agents such as lead  or DDT to 
reduce or minimise public exposure, there is no Australian health policy on RF-EMR that observes 
the advocated Precautionary Principle (the minimization of exposure in the presence of some 
evidence of harm, even when scientific certainty has not been reached).  On the contrary, public 
exposure to RF-EMR has been allowed to escalate rapidly.  This is particularly concerning for 
children, who can be more vulnerable to effects from exposure.  Yet the education system has 
actively promoted wireless technologies in schools.  In compliance with this initiative, schools are 
adopting Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) programs and iPad lessons, even for the youngest of 
students, to encourage wireless communication at school.  This contravenes the Precautionary 
Principle and is, in the view of many experts in non-ionising radiation, utterly reckless.   

In addition to the above-mentioned data linking mobile phone use to brain cancer, there is now an 

undeniable body of scientific evidence of adverse biological effects induced by RF-EMR at “low 

levels” that are permitted for public exposure under ARPANSA’s RPS3.  ARPANSA standards are 

based on the 1998 guidelines of the professional body International Commission on Non-Ionizing 

Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) – an NGO of 14 self-appointed individuals, many with strong links to 

the industries that produce EMR, therefore with conflicts of interest.  There has been considerable 

personnel overlap between ICNIRP and the WHO EMF Project (an arm separate to the IARC).  For 

example, founding Head of both, Dr. Michael Repacholi, has worked as a paid consultant for the 

mobile & wireless industry for many years (apparently the most influential Australian in the 

regulation of non-ionizing radiation) and has been criticized for his conflicts of interest.  The BBC 

documentary linked below raises this issue, in which Britain’s then Chairman of the Health 

Protection Agency and former Chief Scientific Advisor, Sir (Prof) William Stewart, states that Dr. 

Repacholi and colleagues at the WHO EMF project and ICNIRP are in error to say RF-EMR is safe. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IuNaDj6VLHw&feature=related 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGplfEnWptk&feature=relmfu 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-VqnPtq4GbU&feature=relmfu 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_CadSeGvR1o&feature=related 

 

ARPANSA relies heavily on ICNIRP and WHO’s EMF project.  Based on recent scientific evidence, 

however, ARPANSA’s ICNIRP-based RPS3 exposure standard should now be deemed obsolete.  

That evidence is best collated in the Bioinitiative Report 2012 (www.bioinitiative.org), a 

http://www.iarc.fr/en/media-centre/pr/2011/pdfs/pr208_E.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IuNaDj6VLHw&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGplfEnWptk&feature=relmfu
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-VqnPtq4GbU&feature=relmfu
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_CadSeGvR1o&feature=related
http://www.bioinitiative.org/
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comprehensive examination of the peer-reviewed literature, conducted by an independent and 

international expert panel of scientists and clinicians with direct experience in this field of 

research. 

The BioInitiative group comprised 10 MDs, 21 PhDs, and three with MsC, MA or MPH.  Headed by 

Harvard-trained physician Prof David Carpenter MD (former Director of Wadsworth Center of the 

New York State Dept. of Public Health and Dean of the School of Public Health at the University of 

Albany), the panel also included three former presidents of the Bioelectromagnetics Society 

(BEMS), the leading professional organization in this area of research.  One of the authors is the 

current Chair of the Russian National Committee on Non-Ionizing Radiation; another is Senior 

Advisor to the European Environmental Agency.  The authors concluded that the current public 

exposure standards (including ICNIRP) are not adequate to protect public health.  They have 

recently posted a letter specifically addressing WiFi in schools (http://www.bioinitiative.org/ceo-

wireless-letter/). 

Apart from the Bioinitiative Group, several medical bodies including the American Academy of 

Environmental Medicine and the American Academy of Pediatrics, as well as an increasing number 

erudite scientists and clinicians such as Dr. Martha Herbert MD, PhD (Harvard Medical 

School/Massachusetts General Hospital), have raised concerns about the current levels of RF-EMR 

exposure of children, highlighting mobile phone use and exposure from WiFi in schools. These 

statements are submitted as separate attachments. It does not escape notice that there are 

massive campaigns from the mobile and wireless industry currently in place to counter these 

concerns, similar to the well-known tactics of the tobacco industry decades ago. 

Public opposition to unsanctioned roll-out of RF-EMR communications networks is growing as 

more become aware of the health effects from exposure.  Many members of the Australian public, 

particularly parents groups such as WiFi in Schools Australia: www.wifi-in-schools-australia.org (a 

group that is independent of us), are urging for the Precautionary Principle to be observed in 

Australian schools. 

One way this is happening is by people discovering (by accident) that their symptoms of illness are 

attributable to their EMR exposures.  Electro-hypersensitivity (EHS) is reported to be a complex 

syndrome with a wide range of symptoms including headaches, lethargy, anxiety, stress, sleep 

problems, irregular heartbeat, skin rashes and other immune problems.  The WHO, whilst 

acknowledging the symptoms, does not recognize EHS as an established medical diagnosis, despite 

the claim by former Head of the organization Dr. Gro Bruntland that she also suffers from it 

personally.  The WHO has classified EHS as an idiopathic environmental intolerance (meaning an 

environmental intolerance of unknown cause), claiming a lack of knowledge of the underlying 

pathological mechanisms. Sweden, on the other hand, recognises EHS as a functional impairment 

and compensates affected individuals.  Swedish schools are required to remove wireless systems 

following notice of affected students or staff.  Russia has long recognized the condition as 

microwave sickness. In contrast, we have seen recent attempts by the ICNIRP and the WHO’s EMF 

projects to counter claims of EHS and label it as a psychological disorder.  For example, at a NSW 

government-sponsored public workshop at the University of Wollongong in November 2014 on 

wireless safety, Dr Repacholi (qualified with a physical sciences degree and a PhD in radiation 

http://www.bioinitiative.org/ceo-wireless-letter/
http://www.bioinitiative.org/ceo-wireless-letter/
file:///C:/Users/De%20Pomeroy/Downloads/:%20www.wifi-in-schools-australia.org
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biology) and Prof Rodney Croft, Director of the Australian Centre for Electromagnetic Bioeffects 

Research and ICNIRP member (a psychologist) made presentations refuting EHS and 

recommending a mental illness treatment approach for those suffering from EHS.  Unfortunately 

they appear to be unaware or ignoring the scientific studies that indicate a physiological basis for 

EHS. They are focusing those studies which found most EHS suffers could not detect presence of 

EMR any better than non-EHS individuals.  We find this approach as futile as testing if hay fever 

suffers can detect pollen in the air – which they cannot despite developing symptoms in response 

to pollen. They also ignored what has been reported by thousands of suffers in many surveys 

(some published in peer-reviewed literature) as the most effective treatment: reduction of EMR 

exposure (Roosli M et al., Int J Hyg Environ Health .2004; 207(2):141-50). 

In 2005, an independent group of German medical doctors (Bamberg Doctor’s Report signed by 

175 doctors-English translation at: http://www.tetrawatch.net/links/links.php?id=stoiberlet) 

investigated a possible association between the symptoms of 356 patients and their home RF-EMR 

exposure levels.  They found the following relationship between patient groups (based on 

symptoms) and RF-EMR levels.  

 

 Group 1 had no symptoms of ill health (visited doctors for contraceptives or general 

check up, etc). 

 Groups 2 & 3 reported headaches, restlessness, dazed state, irritability, poor 

concentration, learning difficulties, memory problems, fatigue, depressive mood and 

sleep disturbances. 

 Groups 4,5,6 & 7 reported a wide variety of other physical symptoms. 

This indicated that most patients with common EHS symptoms lived in homes with high RF-

EMR (commonly found and well below safety limits) whilst the healthiest individuals mostly 

lived in low EMR homes. PowerWatch UK derived the above graph from German doctor’s data: 

http://www.powerwatch.org.uk/news/20130214-norwich-wifi.asp.  

The same credible site presents a graph showing the correlation between incidences of Autism 

Spectrum Disorders (ASD) in the UK and children’s regular RF-EMR exposure from cordless/mobile 

phones, baby monitors, WiFi, various game consoles (including Wii, X-Box, iPods and DS).  Dr 

Herbert MD, a paediatric neurologist and brain researcher at Harvard University, presents EMR as 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Symptoms+of+ill+health+ascribed+to+electromagnetic+field+exposure-a+questionnaire+survey
http://www.tetrawatch.net/links/links.php?id=stoiberlet
http://www.powerwatch.org.uk/news/20130214-norwich-wifi.asp
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a plausible contributing factor for ASD (Herbert M and Sage C. Pathophysiology. 2013;20(3):191-

209).  

 

Dr. Annie Sasco MD has been with the WHO for 22 years, and has served as Chief of Epidemiology 

for Cancer Prevention and Acting Chief of the Cancer Control Programme of the WHO. This is what 

she says about mobile and wireless devices:  “As a physician and epidemiologist with decades of 

experience working with the World Health Organization, I am deeply concerned with what the data 

are showing. We have to take precautions with these devices now – especially to protect our 

children”.  She coauthored a recent publication that demands upgrading the IARC classification to 

2A, probable carcinogen (Morgan L et al., Int J Oncol. 2015 doi: 10.3892/ijo.2015.2908. [Epub 

ahead of print]). 

The California Medical Association (CMA) in December 2014 adopted a resolution (Resolution 107- 

14) on mobile and wireless safety titled: Wireless Communications Public Safety Standards 

Reevaluation (introduced by Drs. Cindy Lee Russell, MD and Ken Yew MD). It states “CMA 

understands that existing public safety limits for microwave EMF devices are outdated and 

inadequate to protect public health thus endorses efforts of the Federal Communications 

Commission to reevaluate its safety standards to include consideration of adverse non thermal 

biologic and health effects from non ionizing electromagnetic radiation used in wireless 

communications” More details:  http://ehtrust.org/california-medical-association-wireless-

resolution/?utm_source=March+2014+Newsletter&utm_campaign=Oct+2014+Newsletter&utm_medium=

email Please note that the USA public safety limits (standards) are the same as Australian. 

 

As a group of Australians that includes many (adults and children) who suffer from various 

symptoms that have been attributed to EMR exposure levels, we are very concerned about the 

typical present-day exposures in homes, schools and many public places that have rapidly risen 

over the last few years. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24095003
http://ehtrust.org/california-medical-association-wireless-resolution/?utm_source=March+2014+Newsletter&utm_campaign=Oct+2014+Newsletter&utm_medium=email
http://ehtrust.org/california-medical-association-wireless-resolution/?utm_source=March+2014+Newsletter&utm_campaign=Oct+2014+Newsletter&utm_medium=email
http://ehtrust.org/california-medical-association-wireless-resolution/?utm_source=March+2014+Newsletter&utm_campaign=Oct+2014+Newsletter&utm_medium=email
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2. Public exposure regulation by ARPANSA’s RPS3 standards  

Australian radiofrequency public exposure standards RPS3 (directly adopted ICNIRP guidelines of 

1998) is based on acute (short-term) thermal (heating) effects.  Therefore, RPS3 cannot protect 

against chronic (long term) non-thermal effects. Considering the vast volume of studies published 

in peer-reviewed credible scientific journals showing non-thermal adverse biological effects, we 

completely reject RPS3 as a valid safety standard.  Further, ICNIR had previously admitted that 

their 1998 guidelines may not give protection to more sensitive individuals. The ICNIRP statement 

2002 on non-ionizing radiation (NIR) exposure guidelines (published in: Health Physics 82(4):540‐

548; 2002) stated: 

People being protected 

Different groups in a population may have differences in their ability to tolerate a particular NIR 

exposure. 

For example, children, the elderly, and some chronically ill people might have a lower tolerance for 

one or more forms of NIR exposure than the rest of the population. Under such circumstances, it 

may be useful or necessary to develop separate guideline levels for different groups within the 

general population, but it may be more effective to adjust the guidelines for the general population 

to include such groups. 

 

Further affirming the limitations of the ICNIRP guidelines, a former ICNIRP Chairman Dr. Paulo 

Vecchia stated at a Radiation Research Trust conference in 2008: “The ICNIRP guidelines are 

neither a mandatory prescription for safety, the “last word” on the issue nor are they defensive 

walls for Industry or others.” 

(http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmenergy/161/161vw09.htm) 

What this shows to us is that ICNIRP, as an NGO, initially gave these guidelines as a basis for 

development of public exposure standards and our government authority ARPANSA adopted them 

as a prescription for safety without modification to account for long term non-thermal biological 

effects or to cover more vulnerable populations. However, ARPANSA now says: 

“The ARPANSA Standard is designed to protect people of all ages and health status against all known 

adverse health effects from exposure to RF EME. The ARPANSA Standard is based on scientific research 

that shows the levels at which harmful effects occur and it sets limits, based on international guidelines, well 

below these harmful levels. http://www.arpansa.gov.au/radiationprotection/FactSheets/is_wifi.cfm 

ARPANSA’s present claims of safety are contrary to the above mentioned ICNIRP statements and 

are without scientific proof of safety. Even the scientific review process appears to be flawed at 

ARPANSA. They largely refer to studies that have failed to find effects, but this is not a valid 

approach to deny the studies that have demonstrated adverse effects. ARPANSA appears to 

selectively review scientific literature ignoring a large number of studies showing non-thermal 

biological effects at levels of exposure below RPS3. There is an urgent need to act on this evidence 

of harm. 

ARPANSA recently made the following statement under the heading WiFi and Health and under 

the subheading Does Wi-Fi cause any health effects? 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201314/cmselect/cmenergy/161/161vw09.htm
http://www.arpansa.gov.au/radiationprotection/FactSheets/is_wifi.cfm
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“It is the assessment of ARPANSA and other national and international health authorities, including the 

World Health Organization (WHO), that there is no established scientific evidence of adverse health effects 

below current exposure limits”. 

ARPANSA does not inform the Australian public here that the WHO’s IARC has found scientific 

evidence to classify RF-EMR as possibly carcinogenic to humans. Those adverse effects considered 

by the IARC (increased brain cancer risk in long-term mobile phone users, in exposed animals etc.) 

were indeed below the current exposure limits which makes above ARPANSA statement false and 

misleading.  ARPANSA appears to have recently retracted from their website their more accurate 

previous fact sheet 14 which stated “the technology is very new and it’s impossible to be 

completely sure there isn’t some risk.  This is especially true for children where little research is 

evident”. 

Considering these complexities in standard setting and regulation of public exposure, we believe 

there is compelling grounds to take up the Precautionary Principle reducing current levels of EMR 

exposure.  

 

3. Precautionary Principle adopted in other parts the world  

Several countries in Europe have taken protective measures by advocating schools to 
preferentially use wired internet over wireless. Going further, France passed new laws completely 
banning wireless internet in places designated for small children such as nurseries and preschools 
in January 2015. The new French legislation also mandate compulsory switching off of wireless 
access points/routers in primary schools when not in active use. (please note usually French 
schools use wired networks only due to earlier recommendations against wireless). 

Even stricter measures have been taken by Taiwan with a complete ban of all mobile/wireless 

devices for children under 2 years of age where parents face hefty fines for non-compliance even 

in their homes. Russia previously banned public WiFi access for those under 18 years. 

The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) adopted a resolution “The potential 

dangers of electromagnetic fields and their effect on the environment” (Resolution 

1815, 27 May 2011) to protect public health in Europe.  It is worth highlighting parts of this 

resolution (attached) with special mention of the need to protect children from EMR. 

8.3. concerning the protection of children: 

8.3.1. develop within different ministries (education, environment and health) targeted 

information campaigns aimed at teachers, parents and children to alert them to the specific 

risks of early, ill-considered and prolonged use of mobiles and other devices emitting 

microwaves; 

8.3.2. for children in general, and particularly in schools and classrooms, give preference to 

wired Internet connections, and strictly regulate the use of mobile phones by schoolchildren on 
school premises; 

Further to this resolution adopted by the PACE, many European countries including France, 

Switzerland, Austria, Italy and Germany as well as countries outside Europe including Israel and 
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India have taken measures to reduce public exposure to EMR. A recent survey by the WHO reports 

that 45 countries have introduced provisions for advice on limiting RF exposure (Dhungel A et al., Risk 

Management Policies and Practices Regarding Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Fields: Results from a WHO Survey. 

Radiat Prot Dosimetry. 2014 Nov 13. pii: ncu324. [Epub ahead of print]). 

The PACE resolution that put weight on emerging scientific evidence of harm also stated adoption 

of more stringent biologically based exposure standards which is also recommended by an 

international panel of scientific experts in the BioInitiative Report 2012 (www.bioinitiative.org).  

The PACE resolution also stated:  

8.2.1. set preventive thresholds for levels of long-term exposure to microwaves in all indoor 

areas, in accordance with the precautionary principle, not exceeding 0.6 volts per metre, and 

in the medium term to reduce it to 0.2 volts per metre; 

Please note that multiple DEC WiFi routers we have checked all exceed the above mentioned 

precautionary electric field measurement, measuring 1 - 6 V/m i.e. up to 10 -30 times higher than 

this suggested thresholds. Accordingly to the Bioinitiative Report, even 0.2 V/m, the medium term 

target of the PACE resolution may not be safe enough in the long run as we have no long term 

data on safety for this entirely man-made environmental pollutant. Our children are the first 

generation of humans who are exposed to this form of radiation from conception and 

consequences will not be known for many decades. The sad reality is that this human experiment 

is an uncontrolled one in which effects cannot be found even if existed. 

It should be noted that despite the PACE resolution adopted, many European countries are lagging 

in the implementation of these precautionary changes. Industry pressures appear to play a part 

and governments also have conflicts of interest as a they make huge revenues from this sector. 

4. Occupational Health & Safety for school staff and legal liability 

We believe this is a serious OH&S issue for school staff, particularly for pregnant females (the 

aqueous medium inside the uterus would readily absorb RF-EMR making a growing fetus at risk) 

and anyone with already compromised health. You may be aware that Australia’s first workers’ 

compensation case based on EHS symptoms suffered from office EMR exposure was won by an 

affected researcher (Dr. Alexander David McDonald) of CSIRO last year. There are three staff 

members including the Principal for 19 years, Dr. Marie-Therese Gibson and head of technology 

who have left the Tangara Girls’ School in Sydney as they had found school WiFi to affect their 

health. Further, there is a physics lecturer at Sydney University (Dr. James MaCaughan) who has 

taken sick leave as he found the WiFi to affect his health. In reality, the vast majority of school 

staff who suffer from ill health would never find out what causes their health problems as the 

current approach is focused on treatment.  

Recently, the US school system (Los Angeles Unified School District) made a precedent by 
accommodating an EHS teacher by facilitating her request for a WiFi-free work environment. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wghaMbzRnb4 

The United Federation of Teachers, a union of teachers, nurses and other professionals working in 

New York City’s five boroughs with over 200,000 members, has recently provided on their website 

http://www.bioinitiative.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wghaMbzRnb4
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a caution on mobile and wireless radiation and information on reducing exposure (a document 

prepared by Dr. Joel Moskowitz, Director - Center for Family and Community Health, University of 

California, Berkeley). See: http://www.uft.org/our-rights/wireless-radiation 

Investigations of work place cancer clusters in Australia where EMR was suspected to be causally 

linked, (for example, a breast cancer cluster at ABC Toowong studio, a brain cancer cluster at RMIT 

University Melbourne) have only checked compliance with current ARPANSA’s RPS3 standards 

without questioning the protective adequacy of them. They checked if the EMR levels these 

personnel got exposed to were below RPS3 levels and assumed they were safe. If they were doing 

good scientific investigation, they would use those data in conjunction with existing scientific 

evidence that shows adverse effects below standards to question the standards.  

Several legal cases have been won overseas in recent years by those who claimed their health was 

impaired by work mobile phones/or RF-EMR from other sources. For example, the Italian Supreme 

Court upheld the decision of a lower court in late 2012 granting compensation for a brain tumour 

sufferer who claimed his use of a mobile and a cordless phone for 12 years for work caused his 

tumour. Details at: http://microwavenews.com/news-center/italian-supreme-court-affirms-

tumor-risk. Just last month, a Brazilian cell tower technician who developed bone cancer and 

retired at 37 years of age due to disability was successful in his legal case. Paraná Regional Labor 

Court has ordered his employer Nokia Solutions and Networks in Brazil Telecommunications Ltd. 

to pay compensation. Three of his colleagues have already died from cancer aged 28-45 years. 

Details: http://www.radiationresearch.org/images/rrt_articles/NOKIA-SHOULD-PAY-250-THOUSAND-WORKER-

RARE-CANCER.pdf 

With emerging scientific evidence of harm, insurance providers are amending their policies 

excluding liability coverage for EMR related health claims. For example, Lloyd’s of London, one of 

the world’s largest insurance companies has excluded any liability coverage for injuries, “directly 

or indirectly arising out of, resulting from or contributed to by electromagnetic fields, 

electromagnetic radiation, electromagnetism, radio waves or noise.” This would include RF-EMR 

emitted by Wi-Fi transmitters and other wireless-enabled devices including mobile and cordless 

phones and microphones used in schools. In response to a recent request for clarification by a 

parent group, this response was received on Feb. 18, 2015 from CFC Underwriting LTD, London, 

UK agent for Lloyd’s: “The Electromagnetic Fields Exclusion (Exclusion 32) is a General Insurance 

Exclusion and is applied across the market as standard. The purpose of the exclusion is to exclude 

cover for illnesses caused by continuous long-term non-ionizing radiation exposure.”  

It is quite likely that similar exclusions also apply to Australian insurance policies servicing DEC. 

When we directly questioned Telstra managers if they had insurance cover for possible future 

health claims related to the new mobile base station in front of Castle Hill High School (which 

ignored community protest as well as DEC recommendation requesting 500 m from a school), they 

failed to answer. There may be future personal legal liability for school officials who approve 

installation of wireless internet networks in our schools for negligence considering the available 

scientific information at present, most prominently the WHO’s possible carcinogen classification 

for RF-EMR. We believe that it is the ARPANSA that has failed in its duties and responsibilities to 

the Australian public and government departments such as DEC by not giving accurate 

http://www.uft.org/our-rights/wireless-radiation
http://microwavenews.com/news-center/italian-supreme-court-affirms-tumor-risk
http://microwavenews.com/news-center/italian-supreme-court-affirms-tumor-risk
http://www.radiationresearch.org/images/rrt_articles/NOKIA-SHOULD-PAY-250-THOUSAND-WORKER-RARE-CANCER.pdf
http://www.radiationresearch.org/images/rrt_articles/NOKIA-SHOULD-PAY-250-THOUSAND-WORKER-RARE-CANCER.pdf
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information. However, instead of commonly- practised “passing the buck” approach, we sincerely 

hope you and other officials in DEC would independently take action on this matter with prudence 

and precaution considering the moral and legal obligations to the children in your care. 

Inaccurate statements in the Aruba information sheet used by DEC 

 

Based on published scientific literature, the above statement on pg2 appears to be false and 

misleading. It is reported that studies that show no biological effects induced by RF-EMR are 

mostly funded by the mobile and wireless industry. These are bodies with vested interests and 

hence those studies are not independent. Research studies into health effects of RF-EMR has been 

demonstrated be influenced by the funding source by a team of Swiss and British researchers 

(Huss et al Environ Health Perspect, 2007. 115(1): p. 1-4). Their meta-analysis showed that 

industry-funded studies reported the largest number of outcomes, but were least likely to report a 

statistically significant result.  Prof. Henry Lai of Washington University also separately analysed 

RF-EMR research studies based on funding source and outcome in 2005. His results are 

summarised below. 

Funding Source Industry Independent 

Number of studies 84 137 

Biological effects found 32% 70% 

This is in agreement with what the above Swiss-British academic researchers published in 2007- 

industry research under reporting biological effect. This leads to effective dilution of the weight of 

the scientific evidence of harm. 
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The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) is a branch of the World Health 
Organization. The IARC has evaluated the scientific evidence of cancer and found data to classify 
RF-EMR as a Class 2B possible human carcinogen. This alone disproves the above claim of Aruba. 
However, we agree, that the EMF Project of the WHO has a different stance on the matter. 
 
We find it misleading for Aruba to say “several virtually identical RF safety guidelines are used 
throughout the world”. About 40% of the world’s population use more stringent and protective RF 
safety standards than Australians. For example, Switzerland, Italy, Russia, China have safety 
standards 100 times more protective than ICNIRP (Aust, NZ, USA, UK, Canada), Bulgaria and 
Hungary have 1000 times more protective standards and Salzburg Austria has 10,000 times more 
protective standards in line with what the European Parliament endorsed in resolution 1815. 
Moreover, India which previously followed the ICNIRP guidelines, recently reduced by 10 times, 
making their standard more protective than Australia’s.  These largely different exposure 
standards are proof for disparity in the perception of EMR safety in different countries and lack of 
international consensus. Australia also had more protective standards based on the advice of the 
CSIRO in the past.  
 

We are however not surprised that Aruba as a private company has made these statements 

considering the scientific evidence ignored and dismissed by the public authority ARPANSA. 

 
 

5. Scientific evidence directly relevant to microwave EMR exposure from WiFi and other devices 

Whist giving a brief summary here, we have listed some studies that have found adverse effects in 

the Appendix. Please note there are three measures of EMR exposure referred to in this 

communication: calculated power density which refers to the level of microwave energy exposure 

(in W/cm2 or mW/cm2), strength of the measured electric field (mV/m or V/m) and Specific 

Absorption Rate or SAR (W/kg) which is a measure of thermal energy absorption leading to tissue 

heating. 

Human studies showing harm 

Early health investigations into potential health effects of microwaves were funded by the military 

as surveillance radars operate using microwaves also used for WiFi. The US defence medical 

reports of 1976, 1982 and 1994 (can be submitted separately) clearly state interference of 

biological functions by microwaves and exposed personnel experiencing increased risk of 

developing blood abnormalities, coronary disease, hypertension, metabolic, digestive disturbances 
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as well as various neurological, immunological effects as well as a whole host of subjective 

symptoms including generalized weakness, apathy, fatigue, headache, sleep disorders.  

Israeli medical researchers investigating occupational exposure to radar (operating at the same 

frequency as WiFi – 2.45 GHz) and its association with cancers in young defence personnel that 

had developed with relatively short periods of time, recommended prevention of exposures in the 

range of 10-100 W/cm2 (which is 6 – 19 V/m) in peer-reviewed scientific literature (Richter E et 

al., 2000. International journal of occupational and environmental health; 6(3): 187-93). These 

levels are comparable to what our students and staff members are exposed to at schools in NSW 

through WiFi routers and other wireless devices.  A similar study conducted at the Center for 

Radiobiology and Radiation Safety at the Military Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology in Poland 

that investigated radar-exposed military personnel between 1971-1985 found significantly 

increased incidence of cancer – mostly gastrointestinal, brain cancers and leukaemias in exposed 

personnel aged 20-59 years of age (Szmigielski, S.. Sci Total Environ. 1996;180(1):9-17.).  

We have provided (in Appendix) four peer-reviewed publications that found increased cancer risk 

near mobile base stations (from Germany, Isreal and Brazil), but none has been done in Australia. 

Only one study has been done in Australia investigating if there was increased cancer around 

TV/radio towers North of Sydney and found a positive association. Dr. Bruce Hocking (former chief 

medical officer of Telecom, now Telstra, who was reportedly made redundant after 19 years of 

service in a controversial manner halfway through this study) initiated this study to investigate 

health risk of RF-EMR and found a statistically significant association between both childhood 

leukaemia incidence rate as well as death rate and proximity to the transmission towers. (Hocking 

et al., Med J Aust. 1996;165(11-12):601-5). Six other studies done overseas also found an 

association with proximity to TV/radio transmitters and cancer supporting the results of this 

Australian study. The late Prof. Fred Hollows also reported increased cataracts in 

telecommunications workers exposed to microwaves from radio/TV tower work (Hollows FC and 

Douglas JB. Microwave cataract in radiolinemen and controls. Lancet. 1984 Aug 18;2(8399):406-7). 

We have noted a media report that claimed this study attracted resistance from the industry and 

Prof. Hollow’s plans to extend study were not successful. The Australian government 

commissioned 1994 CSIRO expert report on biological effects of RF-EMR is an extremely valuable 

source of scientific information and based on available scientific evidence back then, it cautioned 

on health effects (submitted separately). 

Research data showing human sperm damage (including DNA damage) induced by just four hours 

of exposure to a WiFi-enabled laptop computer is extremely concerning (Avendaño C et al., Fertil 

Steril. Use of laptop computers connected to internet through Wi-Fi decreases human sperm 

motility and increases sperm DNA fragmentation. 2012;97(1):39-45). Unlike bony skulls giving 

some protection to brain tissue from cell phone radiation, male gonads are completely 

unprotected and most susceptible to EMR absorption. A recent meta-analysis of by British 

researchers found mobile phone exposure to damage sperm (Adams JA et al., Environ Int. 2014 

Sep;70:106-12. doi: 10.1016/j.envint.2014.04.015). This analysis pools 10 previously published studies 

that correspond to samples from 1492 men and provides strong evidence RF-EMR exposure as a 

cause for the reported increase in fertility problems. DNA damage in testes may increase the risk 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8717316
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hollows%20FC%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=6147485
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Douglas%20JB%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=6147485
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/6147485
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Avenda%C3%B1o%20C%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22112647
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22112647
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22112647
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Adams%20JA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24927498
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24927498
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of testicular cancer and also of infertility – both rapidly increasing in Australia. DNA damage can be 

passed on to the next generation leading to more birth defects and increased risk of disease.  At 

present, there are no DEC guidelines to keep microwave (RF-EMR) emitting laptops or other 

devices away from laps, despite manufactures already giving warnings and specifying minimal 

distances from body for these devices in order to even meet the currently used thermally-based 

(hence outdated) exposure standards. 

 

We also found 11 peer reviewed studies (listed in Appendix) demonstrating increased neuro-

behavioural symptoms in people living close to mobile/TV/Radio transmitters and hence having 

regular RF-EMR exposure. These included headaches, sleep problems, anxiety, irritability, 

depression – commonly reported EHS symptoms. None of the studies was from Australia despite 

thousands of RF-EMR transmitters have been irradiating surrounding populations for a few 

decades. Intriguingly, a recent study by a GP reported similar symptoms in affected people in 

Victoria after Smart meter (wireless electricity meters that emit RF-EMR to transfer data) 

installation on their homes (Lamech F. Altern Ther Health Med. 2014 Nov-Dec;20(6):28-39). 

 
Neuro-behavioural problems are increasing in children and rapidly increased exposure to RF-EMR 

may well be a cause. US researchers at the University of California with Danish researchers (Divan, 

et al., Epidemiology 2008;19:523-529) studied 13,000 Danish mothers and children and found that 

pre/postnatal exposure to cell phones was associated with a higher risk of behavioural problems 

and hyperactivity in children.  Researchers at Victoria University Wellington, New Zealand found 

high school students using mobile/cordless phones and wireless devices were at increased risk of a 

range of neuro-behavioural adverse effects.  Considering their findings as well as risks found in 

other studies, Dr. Mary Redmayne (now at Monash University, Melbourne) and colleagues 

cautioned parents to control EMR exposure in children and limit time on mobile/cordless phones 

to 15 minutes per day (Environmental Health 2013, 12:5 ; doi:10.1186/1476-069X-12-5).  These 

data, considered with animal experiments in which prenatal mobile phone exposure has been 

shown to cause ADHD-like behavioural effect as well as accompanied structural and functional 

changes in the brain of offspring, as demonstrated by Prof. Hugh Taylor’s team at Yale University 

(Aldad et al., Scientific Reports, 2012;2:312), give enough grounds to minimize exposure of 

children to RF-EMR.  

Headache is a neurological symptom commonly reported by adults as associated with their mobile 

phone use (Hocking B. Occup Med (Lond) 1998; 48: 357-60; Oftedal G, et al. Occup Med (Lond) 

2000; 50:237-45; Frey AH. Environ Health Perspect 1998; 106:101-3).  A large Danish study that 

investigated cell phone use of 52,680 seven-year-old children found children with cell phone 

exposure to have more migraines and headache-related symptoms than children with no exposure 

(Sudan M. et al., The Open Pediatric Medicine Journal, 2012, 6, 46-52).  

Many studies using EEG testing to investigate effects of RF-EMR on the brain have found 

interference of brain waves and cognitive functions (Ghosn R et al.,J Neurophysiol. 2015 Feb 

18:jn.00765.2014. doi: 10.1152/jn.00765.2014. [Epub ahead of print]; Lustenberger C et al., 

Bioelectromagnetics. 2015 Apr;36(3):169-77. doi: 10.1002/bem.21893. Epub 2015 Feb 17; Lowden A et al., 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Lamech%20F%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25478801
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Lamech%20F%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25478801
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Bioelectromagnetics. 2011;32(1):4-14.). Australian studies have also found the ability of 2G and 3G 

mobile phone radiation (RF-EMR) to interfere with brain’s electrical activity (delayed ERD/ERS 

responses of the alpha power) and 3G exposure to cause performance with less accuracy in 

adolescents, young and older adults (Leung S et al., Clin Neurophysiol. 2011;122(11):2203-16; Croft RJ et 

al., Bioelectromagnetics. 2010;31(6):434-44).  Moreover, in a cross-sectional study done by Monash 

University in Melbourne on 317 students from 7th grade students in 20 schools (144 boys, 173 

girls) mobile phone use was associated with faster and less accurate responses to cognitive tasks. 

The researchers reported “the accuracy of working memory was poorer, reaction time for a simple 

learning task shorter, associative learning response time shorter and accuracy poorer in children 

reporting more mobile phone voice calls”. It is with interest that we also note the following 

comment of the researchers “the findings were similar for total short message service (SMS, also 

known as text) messages per week, suggesting these cognitive changes were unlikely due to 

radiofrequency (RF) exposure”(Abramson MJ et al., Bioelectromagnetics. 2009 Dec;30(8):678-86). The 

authors assumed RF-EMR exposure through text messaging (SMS) to be negligible to cause direct 

effects.  Having tested many mobile phones that emit similar RF-EMR signals for both voice and 

text, and also noting effects on the brain by extremely low exposures as seen in other studies, we 

think the authors’ assumption is wrong. The observed effects in this study are likely to be caused 

by RF-EMR. We do however acknowledge that texting is an effective way to reduce RF-EMR 

exposure as exposure times are shorter compared to voice calls. Supporting the above Australian 

study, a previous British randomized cross-over study also found reduction of reaction time (to 

cognitive tasks) in children exposed to RF-EMR from mobile phones (Preece et al, 

Bioelectromagnetics. 2005;Suppl 7:S138-43). However, these authors dismissed their statistically 

significant finding (p=0.02) after adjusting for multiple comparisons. Another study derived from 

317 students of the same Melbourne cohort (Thomas S et al., Occup Environ Med. 2010;67(12):861-6), 

found changes in cognitive functions, particularly in response time when 238 students were 

retested after 1 year. Some changes were associated with increased exposure to mobile phones, 

particularly in those who had smaller number of voice calls and SMS at baseline. Again, the 

authors dismissed the effect of RF-EMR because texting also gave the same significant results as 

voice calls. They claimed “As opposed to the voice calls, very little EMF is emitted during text 

messaging”. Given an opportunity, we can demonstrate that this assumption is a fallacy. Whilst 

exposure is less due to less time used for data transmission in texting, emitted EMR is comparable 

to voice calls and also one’s exposure at the head could increase by over thousand fold during 

texting. Overall, above studies indicate RF-EMR can change brain functions and make children 

more prone to impulsive behaviour. Prof. Abramson’s group stated this in their discussion 

“children who used mobile phones more were faster but less accurate on a number of tasks, 

suggesting that they may be more impulsive than other children, favouring a quick, and not 

accurate, solution”. A meta-analysis of 10 studies investigating effects of mobile phone exposure 

on cognitive functions (Barth A et al., Occup Environ Med. 2008;65(5):342-6) found these studies to 

indicate an impact on memory and attention. We think the DEC should be very concerned about 

these scientific findings. 

It should be noted that above studies were done before the widespread use of smart phones and 

other portable WiFi-enabled devices like iPads. These devices expose users and those around to 

much higher levels of RF-EMR. We now appear to have lost an unexposed control group to do any 
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meaningful investigations on.  Future research to study effects of RF-EMR may only be possible 

through stringent minimization of exposures which is increasingly difficult. 

It should be also noted that we have not addressed the prevailing scientific evidence of 

metabolic/immune/endocrine effects of RF-EMR due to limited scope of this communication. 

Collectively they raise valid questions about the potential implication of rapidly increased RF-EMR 

exposures over the last few decades in the increase of metabolic syndrome and a range of other 

chronic conditions.  

Animal Studies showing harm 

A meticulously performed study done at the Washington University with funding from the US 

Airforce found two years of non-thermal exposure to 2.45 GHz (WiFi and radar frequency) caused 

4 times more cancers in exposed rats compared to sham exposed animals. Exposed animals also 

had affected immune and hormonal functions as well as changes in energy metabolism. The 

exposed animals had doubling of B and T lymphocytes indicating profound effects on the immune 

system (Chou C.K et al., Bioelectromagnetics, 1992. 13(6): p. 469-96). However, the authors 

downplayed the results, for example, claiming that those cancers developed in different tissue 

types (as opposed to seeing one particular type of cancer) were less significant. The same 

trivialization occurred in the investigation of the brain cluster at RMIT Melbourne where different 

types of brain tumours were highlighted.  This assumption of one agent causing exclusively one 

cancer type is a fallacy even though some tissue types are more susceptible to carcinogenicity of 

certain agents. Basic pathobiology mechanisms of cancer initiation and promotion are similar in 

any type of tissue. An environmental toxin that is capable of causing DNA damage and promoting 

cancer development, like RF-EMR could cause cancers in any tissue. Moreover, animals including 

humans function as a single system with highly inter connected and interdependent tissues and 

organs and as such, an environmental agent that disrupts one or more of these parts could cause 

systemic dysfunction leading to chronic diseases like cancer possibly without any tissue 

preference.  

Separate researchers at the Washington University were the first to demonstrate that short-term 

exposure to WiFi radiation could induce DNA damage in exposed mice. After 4 hour exposure to 

2.45 GHz pulsed microwave radiation exposure at 2 mW/cm2 (non-thermal exposure), exposed 

rats showed DNA damage in the brain cells examined by the researchers (Lai H and Singh N.P. Int J 

Radiat Biol., 1996, 69 (4):513-21). This level is higher than what we have found in classrooms. 

However, when we consider some recent studies showing more harm at lower doses and also the 

length of exposures students and staff have in classrooms which are much more (6 hours/day, 5 

days/week for many years), typical exposures at schools appear highly risky.  

We quote below early evidence of DNA damage from a US Air Force scientific review document 

published in 1994: RADIOFREQUENCYIMICROWAVE RADIATION BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND SAFETY 

STANDARDS: A REVIEW (attached).   

“In 1976, A. A. Kapustin, M. I. Rudnev, G. I. Leonskaia, and G.I. Knobecva (reference found in [17]) 

reported alterations in the chromosomes of bone marrow cells in laboratory animals that were 

exposed to RW/MW radiation. They exposed inbred albino rats to a 2500 MHz ,F/MW source at 
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incident power density levels of 50 and 500 W/cm2 . Irradiation lasted for 7 hours/day for 10 

days. Upon examination of the animals, they observed chromosomal anomalies that appeared in 

forms described as polyploidy, aneuploidy, chormatin deletion, acentric fragments and chromatic 

gaps [17].”  (Page 5, emphasis by bold and underline added).  

Those EMR levels of the common WiFi frequency are permitted by current standards as safe.  If 7 

hours per day exposure caused DNA damage in lab animals in just 10 days, can we rule out 

possibility of similar effects in exposed children in 10 weeks, 10 months or 10 years?   

A meta-analysis of 101 studies by Prof. Hugo Ruediger of Medical University of Vienna in 2009 

reported 49 studies showing genotoxic effects (DNA damage) Vs. 43 studies showing no genotoxic 

effects (no DNA damage of RF-EMR (Ruediger  H. Genotoxic effects of radiofrequency 

electromagnetic fields. Pathophysiology, 2009;16:2–3). We find this as overwhelming evidence of 

harm.  

Above studies were published at a time RF-EMR was not classified as by the WHO as a possible 

cancer causing agent, but today, after the 2011 IARC classification how can we continue to expose 

young school children to comparable, non-thermal levels of RF EMR?   

A newly released study from Germany is currently ringing louder alarm bells. In this study funded 

by the German Federal Office for Radiation Protection (BfS), the researchers led by Prof. Alexander 

Lerchl, found very low levels of RF-EMR, typically below levels experienced by users of mobile 

phones or WiFi, could promote the development of cancer (A. Lerchl A et al.,  Tumor promotion by 

exposure to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields below exposure limits for humans, Biochem 

Biophys Res Comm (2015), doi: 10.1016/j.bbrc.2015.02.151).  Importantly, this study was a 

replication study of another German study (Tillmann T et al., Int. J. Radiat. Biol. 2010;86(7):529-

41), providing proof of reproducibility of carcinogenicity induced by RF-EMR. The demonstrated 

tumor-promoting effects appeared to be caused by metabolic changes caused by exposure. 

Intriguingly, they found lower levels of EMR to exert more tumour promoting effects than higher 

levels. The researchers stated “many of the tumor-promoting effects in our study were seen at low 

to moderate exposure levels (0.04 and 0.4 W/kg SAR), thus well below exposure limits for the users 

of mobile phones”. The levels found to promote cancer in these studies are typical exposures for 

anyone using mobile and wireless devices. The current threshold for RF-EMR emitting devices is 

2W/kg.  

 

Cell culture studies (in vitro studies)  

There is a large number of studies showing non-thermal biological effects (please refer to the 

BioInitiative Report). For example, a group of academic researchers in the USA found 759 human 

genes in cultured cells to be affected (altered expression) by exposure of 2.45 GHz (WiFi 

frequency) for just six hours (Lee S et al. FEBS Lett. 2005;579(21):4829-36). How these changes at 

gene expression level (altered protein synthesis) will translate to health effects in the long term is 

not known. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0006291X15003988
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0006291X15003988
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20545575
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Lee%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=16107253
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16107253
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We would like to highlight an important study published last month by Austrian scientists who 

found upon reviewing 80 in vitro studies published since 2002 that 51 of them used 

underestimated RF-EMR levels to expose cells in labs. Whilst those 51 studies used SAR values 

2 W/kg or less (the limit set for devices), the new study shows that levels encountered in real life 

situations by skin and blood cells closest to EMR emitting devices (900 and 1800 MHz cell phone 

EMR) to be much higher, up to 40W/kg. Their new data undermine the validity of a large number 

of studies that have been used to assure safety of these devices (Schmid G and Kuster N. The 

discrepancy between maximum in vitro exposure levels and realistic conservative exposure levels of 

mobile phones operating at 900/1800 MHz. Bioelectromagnetics. 2015;2:133-48). This latest study 

has been called a “game-changer” by Prof. Dariusz Leszczynski , former Head of the Radiation 

Biology Laboratory of the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority of Finland who also claims that 

the industry has prevented researchers from studying effects above 2kg/W. 

(https://betweenrockandhardplace.wordpress.com)  

 

Summary and our objectives 

We, as a group of informed and concerned parents have brought to your attention a timely and 

much needed discussion on the long-term safety of WiFi and other wireless communication 

systems at schools. We have provided detailed scientific reasons for the immediate introduction of 

the Precautionary Principle at schools and also discussed legal liability. 

ARPANSA leaves the employment of the precautionary principle to the schools.  Schools are clearly 

unable to make informed decisions as they are not educated on this very complex subject.  Safety 

of WiFi cannot be assured amidst a vast array of undesirable biological effects, when no studies 

have been done investigating the long-term health effects of WiFi exposure of children against 

unexposed controls. Students and staff in schools are unfortunately being part of an uncontrolled 

experiment. Lack of data should not be taken as proof or evidence of safety. The scientific 

evidence of RF-EMR caused interferences with basic biological functions and damage to DNA is 

now undeniable. The levels of exposure near WiFi routers is comparable to highest levels of 

radiation experienced on the ground near a mobile base stations (masts or towers).  When the 

DEC has maintained a highly commendable precautionary guideline since 1997 requesting telecom 

companies to keep base stations with a 500m clearance from schools, DEC policy in bringing 

similar microwave transmitters in the form of WiFi routers and other wireless devices into schools 

is contradictory. The current scientific evidence, recognized by the European Parliament in 

resolution 1815 indicate that all microwave transmitters need to be removed from schools to 

minimise long-term adverse health outcomes. 

Apart from links to cancer and other chronic diseases, neuro-behavioural effects related to RF-

EMR are extremely concerning at a time stress, anxiety and depression is emerging as a serious 

issue amongst children and adults across the Western world. Depression is now the leading cause 

of disability in the world according to Beyond Blue (http://www.beyondblue.org.au/the-facts).  It 

also states that about 3 million Australians experience depression and/or anxiety in a year.  A 

recent British survey by the Association of Teachers and Lecturers found more demand for mental 

health of children in recent years (http://www.bbc.com/news/education-32075251 ) that is in line 

with the recent Australian reports on mental health issues.  Unfortunately, suicide is reported to 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Schmid%20G%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25644546
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Kuster%20N%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25644546
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25644546
https://betweenrockandhardplace.wordpress.com/
http://www.beyondblue.org.au/the-facts
http://www.bbc.com/news/education-32075251
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be the leading cause of death for Australians aged between 15 and 44 years 

(https://www.lifeline.org.au/About-Lifeline/Media-Centre/Suicide-Statistics-in-Australia/Suicide-

Statistics). Due to assurances of safety given on RF-EMR, possible implication of RF-EMR on mental 

health remains largely unstudied.  

Levels of radiation from mobile phones are higher than from WiFi. However it is important to note 

is the duration of exposure. When estimating exposure with 6 hrs/day and 5d/week for many 

years, WiFi could be worse than mobile phones. Further we are very concerned about the new 

German research data confirming previously reported a non-linear relationship between effects 

and dose, with lower levels showing more deleterious effects. 

False assurances of safety were given to the public by our authorities in countless instances. As an 

example, for about 30 years after the initial evidence of increased risk of childhood cancer linked 

to exposure to X-ray during pregnancy was first presented to the medical community back in 1956.  

This delay in responding to limited scientific evidence of harm unfortunately delayed much 

needed precautionary measures we take with X-rays now. Those days, X-rays were used to even fit 

shoes for children.  Without doubt, people considered that technology as “The Future”, the way 

most people look at mobile and wireless technology now. There are many other examples in 

human history we need to learn from - including asbestos and tobacco.  The society, including our 

medical system is largely uninformed about the effects of RF-EMR radiation (non-ionizing 

radiation) at present, similar to the ignorance that prevailed about ionizing radiation decades ago. 

Public confusion caused by authorities/industry down playing the risks when scientists have shown 

evidence of harm appears to be compromising public health. We should not wait until scientists 

elucidate the exact cellular mechanisms that underlie these biological responses to take 

precautions.  At present our strained health system largely focuses on detection and treatment of 

a host of chronic diseases without enough prevention strategies in place.  We fear that the cost of 

poorly-controlled and rapidly rising exposure to RF-EMR could cripple our health system in future. 

As a first step, there needs to be withdrawal of assurances on the safety of wireless technology 

that are not backed by scientific data. The Princeton University in USA has recently reviewed this 

subject and withdrawn their previous position statement giving assurances of safety about WiFi 

(http://www.parentsforsafetechnology.org/princeton-university-removes-wifi-safety-assurances.html). 

Rather than a necessity, WiFi appears to be the “de rigueur” of modern day Australian schools 

under the influence of social trends pushed by profit-oriented industry. Wired networks are 

superior in performance and do not exposure the users and everyone around to microwave 

radiation. We strongly object to the use of WiFi and other wireless technologies at schools as it 

violates the Precautionary Principle in general and the Prudent Avoidance for children many 

erudite scientists and clinician have called for. Wireless radiation also violates children’s basic right 

to learn in a healthy environment. 

Even working within the current ARPANSA standards, there is a need to minimize exposure. The 

mandatory precautionary requirement in the ARPANSA Standard states, at 5.7e: 

“Measures for the protection of members of the general public who may be exposed to RF fields 

due to their proximity to antennas or other RF sources must include the following: …… 

https://www.lifeline.org.au/About-Lifeline/Media-Centre/Suicide-Statistics-in-Australia/Suicide-Statistics
https://www.lifeline.org.au/About-Lifeline/Media-Centre/Suicide-Statistics-in-Australia/Suicide-Statistics
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(e) Minimising, as appropriate, RF exposure which is unnecessary or incidental to achievement of 

service objectives or process requirements, provided this can be readily achieved at reasonable 

expense.” 

Allowing the Wi-Fi routers to be switched on when not in active use represents radiofrequency 

exposure which is “unnecessary or incidental to the achievement of service objectives or process 

requirements”.  

In light of aforementioned information affirmed by further scientific evidence provided in the 

Appendix, we earnestly request DEC to: 

 Produce for schools an accurate information sheet disclosing WHO 2B possible carcinogen 

classification of RF-EMR, possible long-term adverse health effects associated with exposure 

and the need to minimise exposure. This should also include effective ways to minimise 

exposure such as preferentially using wired systems, disabling WiFi and Blue Tooth functions 

on devices and keeping them away from bodies.  

 Taking parent’s informed written consent for exposing children to a 2B human carcinogen. 

 Replace wireless internet (WiFi) and other wireless devices (including cordless phones and 

microphones) with wired alternatives at schools in line with PACE resolution 1815 already 

implemented in many continental European schools and large institutions like the French 

National Library. 

 Immediately take measures to turn off existing wireless systems when not in active use.  

 At least establish one wireless-free (low RF-EMR environment) school (both primary and high) 

in each area for children/staff who suffer from symptoms caused by RF-EMR as an immediate 

measure.   

 Undertake an investigation to assess the health impact of wireless systems in schools 

analyzing health records (for example, staff sick leave days/medical diagnoses, number of 

student complaints about headaches, number of asthma attacks etc.) before and after WiFi 

installation, allowing a latency period of 2 -3 years for development of possible effects. .  

 Take necessary action to make the DEC recommendation of the 500m clearance from a school 

for telecommunication facilities (MBS, radio/TV/NBN RF-EMR transmitters) a mandatory legal 

requirement in NSW. 

Please note there is a new bill presented at the parliament of the US State of Oregon, which if 

passed, will require the Department of Education to prepare a statement that discloses the 

potential health risks of wireless technology and make this statement available for annual 

distribution by public and private elementary and secondary schools. This proposed legislative 

change at state level follows the cell phone right-to-know ordinance passed by the Berkeley city 

council and a similar by the city of Marylands mandating new warnings on cell phones and 

opposing mobile base stations on school grounds in November 2014 (details at: 

http://www.saferemr.com/2014/11/berkeley-cell-phone-right-to-know.html and  

http://ehtrust.org/maryland-city-votes-unanimously-alert-citizens-health-risks-cell-phonewireless-

radiation-oppose-cell-towers-school-grounds/) 

We look forward to a productive dialogue with DEC on this very important issue. 

http://www.saferemr.com/2014/11/berkeley-cell-phone-right-to-know.html
http://ehtrust.org/maryland-city-votes-unanimously-alert-citizens-health-risks-cell-phonewireless-radiation-oppose-cell-towers-school-grounds/
http://ehtrust.org/maryland-city-votes-unanimously-alert-citizens-health-risks-cell-phonewireless-radiation-oppose-cell-towers-school-grounds/
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Yours sincerely, 
 
Dr. Priyanka Bandara 
On behalf of a group of concerned parents of children in NSW 
Tel: 0428 820 780 
 
 
 
CC: 
Hon. Adrian Piccoli, Minister for Education (NSW)  
Hon. Mike Baird, Premier of NSW 
Dr. Michele Bruniges, Secretary of the NSW Department of Education and Communities (DEC) 
Ms. Anna Morris - Director, Child Wellbeing, DEC 
Ms. Marnie O’Brien - Director, Work Health & Safety, DEC 
Mr. Maurie Mulheron, President NSW Teachers Federation 
Dr. Chris Baggoley, Chief Medical Officer of Australia 
Dr. Brian Owler, President – Australian Medical Association 
Hon. Sussan Ley, Federal Minister for Health 
Hon. Senator Fiona Nash - Assistant Minister for Health 
Hon. Jillian Skinner, Minister for Health and Medical Research - NSW 
Hon. Jai Rowell, Minister for Mental Health and Assistant Minister for Health 
Hon. Greg Hunt, Federal Minister for Environment  
Dr. Carl-Magnus Larson, CEO of ARPANSA 
Mr Michael Moore, CEO -Public Health Association of Australia 
Prof. Kingsley Faulkner, Head - Doctors for the Environment Australia 
Prof. Warwick Anderson, CEO – NH&MRC 
Hon. Senator Scott Ludlam 
Hon. MP Andrew Wilkie 
Hon. MP Cathy McGowan 
Hon. MP David Elliott 
Hon. MP Dominic Perrottet 
Hon. MP Ray Willams 
 
 
 
P.S. This communication may be copied to other individuals/parties deemed to benefit from the 
information herein.

http://www.health.nsw.gov.au/ministers/Pages/health_and_medical_research.aspx
http://www.health.nsw.gov.au/ministers/Pages/mentalhealth.aspx
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Appendix 
 

A. Some peer-reviewed published studies we have referred to in this communication as 
scientific evidence of harm from low level RF-EMR: 

 
 Our research found 10 studies that reported increased neuro-behavioural symptoms in populations near 

mobile base stations (MBS) or other RF-EMR emitters 

 
10 studies in nine countries have investigated neuro-behavioural effects on people living near 
mobile base stations (MBS) and all of them reported increased neuro-behavioural complaints such 
as headaches, sleep disturbance, stress, dizziness, irritability, impaired concentration, decreased 
cognitive performance close to base stations. While nine studies urged further research and better 
regulation of EMR exposure, one study concluded possible link to stress (psychosomatic effects) 
rather than to EMR as a cause. These from peer -reviewed scientific journals are: 

1. Navarro et at., Electromag Biol Med 2003; 22;161-169 (Spain). 

2. Santini et al., Electromag Biol Med. 2003; 22;41-49 (France). 

3. Gadzicka E et al, Biuletyn PTZE Warszawa 2006; 14:23-26 (Poland). 

4. Hutter et al., Occup Environ Med 2006; 63:307-313 (Austria). 

5. Abdel-Rassoul et al., Neurotoxicology 2007; 28:434-440 (Egypt). 

6. Blettner et al., Occup Environ Med 2009; 66:118-123 (Germany). 

7. Berg-Beckhoff et at., Occup Environ Med 2009; 66:124-130 (Germany). 

8. Augner C, Hacker GW. Indian J Occup Environ Med. 2009; 13(3):141-145, (India). 

9. Bortkiewicz et al., Int J Occup Med Environ Health 2012; 25(1):31-40 (Poland). 

10. Shahbazi-Gahrouei et al., Electromagn Biol Med 2014;33(3):206-10 (Iran). 

11. Gómez-Perretta C et al., British Med J Open. 2013; 3(12):1-7 (reanalysis of Navarro et al 

study data hence not considered as a new study in this document). 

 

Another study done in Cyprus (Preece et al., Occup Environ Med 2007;64:402–408) found 

significant associations of neurological symptoms such as migraine, headache and dizziness with 

proximity (1-3 km) to RF-EMR emitting military installations. Even though observing these 

symptoms which followed a gradient with EMR exposure levels, in this government-sponsored 

study authors concluded possible psychosomatic effect from antenna visibility or aircraft noise to 

be the possible cause of these symptoms rather than EMR exposure and controversially even 

suggested making antennae less conspicuous. 

 

 Our research found one study that investigated and reported affected hormone levels in people living 
near mobile base stations (MBS)  

This Egyptian study checked people’s hormone levels over a 6 year observation period near a 
mobile base station. It found significant changes on ACTH, cortisol, thyroid hormones, prolactin, 
and testosterone levels indicating effects on pituitary-adrenal axis (Eskander et al., Clinical 
Biochemistry 2012; 45:157-61). 
 
 Our research found five studies investigating if populations near MBS had increased cancer. Four of 

them found increased cancer risk or cancer death rate. 
 

 A German study done by GPs in Naila investigating nearly 1000 newly diagnosed cancer cases 

during 1994-2004 found cancer risk to be increased by 3 times if patients lived within 400 m of 

the city’s mobile BS compared to the outer area, after 5 years of its operation.  In addition, 
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those who lived within 400m of the BS developed cancer at a younger age – by an average 8.5 

years.  The average age of females in inner area who developed breast cancer was 50.8 y as 

opposed to 69.9 y in the outer area – nearly 20 years younger (German national average age for 

breast cancer at the time 63 y). (Eger et al., Umwelt Medizin Gesellschaft 2004;17(4) 1-7) 

 An Israeli study conducted by independent clinicians in Netanya found more than 4 times the 

cancer risk after 3-7 years of exposure within 350m of mobile BS compared to the entire 

population. (Wolf & Wolf, 2004 Int J Cancer Prevention 1(2):2-19). 

 One German study that did not find an increased cancer rate observed the population for only 

for 2 years which appears to be too short to see an effect on cancer. They did not assess the 

distance to the base station, instead compared cancer incidence within municipalities with BS 

to those without BS. The strength of the radiation field drops rapidly from the MBS and is often 

negligible after 500 m or so. (Meyer et al. Umweltmed Forsch Prax.2006;11:89-97)   

These peer-reviewed and published studies are discussed by Australian neurosurgeon Vini 

Khurana (ANU/Canberra Hospital) in Int. Journal of Occupational and Environmental Health 

2010; 16: 263-277.   

 The forth, most recent and the largest study with an observation period of 10 years (1996-

2006) in Belo Horizonte, Brazil found a marked increase in death rate from cancer near several 

hundred MBS. University academics with the help of local government authorities studied 7191 

cancer deaths. Based on their findings, the investigators urged immediate changes to the 

current ICNIRP public exposure standards for RF- EMR claiming the study data shows they are 

not protective. The city prosecutor has taken legal action against some mobile operators 

following this study and some MBS have been removed. (Dode et al., Science of The Total 

Environment 2011; 409:3649–3665). 

 The Fifth, a study in West Midlands UK which focused on a single street near a mobile mast 

where residents complained of a cancer cluster (19 cancers) also found significantly higher 

incidence of cancers compared to the West Midlands population at large (Stewart A et al., 

Perspect Public Health. 2012;132(6):299-304). 

 

 Our research found seven studies reporting increased cancer near radio/TV transmitters  
 

 The only Australian population study on RF-EMR and cancer focused on three radio/TV 

transmitters in North Sydney found a statistically significant association between both 

childhood leukaemia incidence rate as well as death rate and proximity to the transmission 

towers. (Hocking et al., Med J Aust. 1996;165(11-12):601-5. 

 A study that investigated an alleged cancer cluster around Sutton Coldfield TV and FM radio 

station in West Midlands, England found an increased risk of leukaemia and skin cancer near 

the tower (Dolk at el., Am J Epidemiol,1997;145(1):1-9.  

 A South Korean study found increased incidence of brain cancer and leukaemia in women 

near a radio transmission tower (Hai et al., Arch Environ Health,2003; 58(12) 756-62). 

 A subsequent study by the same group in Korea found increased leukaemia in children who 

live within 2 km of AM radio transmitters compared to those who lived more than 20 km 

away (Ha et al., Am J Epidem, 2007; 166(3):270-279). 
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 An Italian study that investigated complaints of people living close to the powerful Vatican 

Radio transmitter in Vatican City found doubled risk of childhood leukemia within 6 km of 

this RF-EMR source. There was a significant decline in risk with increasing distance from the 

transmitter both for childhood leukemia and also for male mortality (Michelozzi P et al., Am 

J Epidemiol, 2002;155(12):1096-103). 

 A Hawaii study that investigated incidence of childhood leukemia found two-fold increased 

risk of childhood leukemia within 2.6 miles of the a radio transmitters. (Maskarinec G et al., J 

Environ Pathol Toxicol Oncol, 1994;13(1):33-7). 

 A researcher study undertaken at Karolinksa Institute, Sweden examined skin cancer 

(melanoma) data from four countries in (Sweden, Norway, Denmark and USA) in relation to 

FM radio broadcasting (RF-EMR source).  This study found a correlation between melanoma 

incidence and the number of FM transmitters. It also showed that melanoma incidence is a 

function of the exposure time to FM broadcasting and a function of the number of active FM 

stations available at each location. The researchers concluded that melanoma is associated 

with exposure to FM broadcasting (Hallberg O and Johansson O. Arch Environ Health,  

2002;57(1):32-40). 

 

 Our research found one study that reported immune functions in residents near radio/TV transmitters 
 

The only study we found investigating potential immune effects of residential exposure levels of 

RF-EMR was an Italian academic study led by Prof. P Boscolo MD. This was a long-term case-

controlled study on a group of healthy young women. A range of immune markers were found to 

be significantly different in women with the higher RF-EMR exposures.  Higher RF-EMR exposure 

group (with mean domestic fields 4.3 + 1.4 V/m in the year 2000 and 3.7 + 1.3 V/m in 2005) 

showed a statistically significant reduction the cytotoxic activity in peripheral blood compared to 

the control group of women in nearby area with mean <2.0 V/m ).  This effect in healthy young 

women could compromise their immune functions. This study accounted for age, smoking habits, 

atopy and social level. It should be noted that the control group in this study also had substantially 

high RF-EMR exposures that could potentially underestimate effects. This study also found high 

RF-EMR group to have increased trait anxiety (tendency of the personality) in relation to state 

anxiety (temporary) further supporting the other studies that found increased neuro-behavioural 

effects near RF-EMR sources. (Boscolo, P., et al., The immune response of women with prolonged 

exposure to electromagnetic fields produced by radiotelevision broadcasting stations. Int J 

Immunopathol Pharmacol, 2006. 19(4 Suppl): p. 43-8).  

 
 

B. Abstract of some studies showing harm from RF-EMR or directly related to WiFi frequency 
 

Biochem Biophys Res Commun.2015 Mar 6. pii: S0006-291X(15)00398-8. doi: 

10.1016/j.bbrc.2015.02.151. [Epub ahead of print] 

Tumor promotion by exposure to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields below exposure limits 
for humans. 

Lerchl A1, Klose M2, Grote K3, Wilhelm AF4, Spathmann O5, Fiedler T6, Streckert J7, Hansen 
V8, Clemens M9. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25749340
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Lerchl%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25749340
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Klose%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25749340
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Grote%20K%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25749340
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Wilhelm%20AF%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25749340
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Spathmann%20O%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25749340
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Fiedler%20T%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25749340
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Streckert%20J%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25749340
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hansen%20V%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25749340
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Hansen%20V%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25749340
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Clemens%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25749340
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Author information 
Abstract 
The vast majority of in vitro and in vivo studies did not find cancerogenic effects of exposure to 
electromagnetic fields (RF-EMF), i.e. emitted by mobile phones and base stations. Previously 
published results from a pilot study with carcinogen-treated mice, however, suggested tumor-
promoting effects of RF-EMF (Tillmann et al., 2010). We have performed a replication study using 
higher numbers of animals per group and including two additional exposure levels (0 (sham), 0.04, 
0.4 and 2 W/kg SAR). We could confirm and extend the originally reported findings. Numbers of 
tumors of the lungs and livers in exposed animals were significantly higher than in sham-exposed 
controls. In addition, lymphomas were also found to be significantly elevated by exposure. A clear 
dose-response effect is absent. We hypothesize that these tumor-promoting effects may be 
caused by metabolic changes due to exposure. Since many of the tumor-promoting effects in our 
study were seen at low to moderate exposure levels (0.04 and 0.4 W/kg SAR), thus well below 
exposure limits for the users of mobile phones, further studies are warranted to investigate the 
underlying mechanisms. Our findings may help to understand the repeatedly reported increased 
incidences of brain tumors in heavy users of mobile phones. 

 

Fertil Steril. 2012 Jan;97(1):39-45.e2. doi: 10.1016/j.fertnstert.2011.10.012. Epub 2011 Nov 23. 

Use of laptop computers connected to internet through Wi-Fi decreases human sperm motility 
and increases sperm DNA fragmentation. 

Avendaño C1, Mata A, Sanchez Sarmiento CA, Doncel GF. 
Author information 

1Nascentis Medicina Reproductiva, Córdoba, Argentina. cavendano@nascentis.com 

Abstract 
OBJECTIVE: 
To evaluate the effects of laptop computers connected to local area networks wirelessly (Wi-Fi) on 
human spermatozoa. 

INTERVENTION(S): 
Motile sperm were selected by swim up. Each sperm suspension was divided into two aliquots. 
One sperm aliquot (experimental) from each patient was exposed to an internet-connected laptop 
by Wi-Fi for 4 hours, whereas the second aliquot (unexposed) was used as control, incubated 
under identical conditions without being exposed to the laptop. 

MAIN OUTCOME MEASURE(S): 
Evaluation of sperm motility, viability, and DNA fragmentation. 

RESULT(S): 
Donor sperm samples, mostly normozoospermic, exposed ex vivo during 4 hours to a wireless 
internet-connected laptop showed a significant decrease in progressive sperm motility and an 
increase in sperm DNA fragmentation. Levels of dead sperm showed no significant differences 
between the two groups. 

CONCLUSION(S): 
To our knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate the direct impact of laptop use on human 
spermatozoa. Ex vivo exposure of human spermatozoa to a wireless internet-connected laptop 
decreased motility and induced DNA fragmentation by a nonthermal effect. We speculate that 
keeping a laptop connected wirelessly to the internet on the lap near the testes may result in 
decreased male fertility. Further in vitro and in vivo studies are needed to prove this contention. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25749340
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22112647
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Avenda%C3%B1o%20C%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22112647
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Mata%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22112647
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Sanchez%20Sarmiento%20CA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22112647
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Doncel%20GF%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=22112647
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22112647
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Copyright © 2012 American Society for Reproductive Medicine. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights 
reserved. 

 

Biol Trace Elem Res. 2013 Dec;156(1-3):221-9. doi: 10.1007/s12011-013-9836-z. Epub 2013 Oct 8. 

Wi-Fi (2.45 GHz)- and mobile phone (900 and 1800 MHz)-induced risks on oxidative stress and 
elements in kidney and testis of rats during pregnancy and the development of offspring. 

Özorak A1, Nazıroğlu M, Çelik Ö, Yüksel M, Özçelik D, Özkaya MO, Çetin H, Kahya MC, Kose SA. 

Author information 
Abstract 
The present study was designed to determine the effects of both Wi-Fi (2.45 GHz)- and mobile 
phone (900 and 1800 MHz)-induced electromagnetic radiation (EMR) on oxidative stress and trace 
element levels in the kidney and testis of growing rats from pregnancy to 6 weeks of age. Thirty-
two rats and their 96 newborn offspring were equally divided into four different groups, namely, 
control, 2.45 GHz, 900 MHz, and 1800 MHz groups. The 2.45 GHz, 900 MHz, and 1,800 MHz groups 
were exposed to EMR for 60 min/day during pregnancy and growth. During the fourth, fifth, and 
sixth weeks of the experiment, kidney and testis samples were taken from decapitated rats. 
Results from the fourth week showed that the level of lipid peroxidation in the kidney and testis 
and the copper, zinc, reduced glutathione (GSH), glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px), and total 
antioxidant status (TAS) values in the kidney decreased in the EMR groups, while iron 
concentrations in the kidney as well as vitamin A and vitamin E concentrations in the testis 
increased in the EMR groups. Results for fifth-week samples showed that iron, vitamin A, and β-
carotene concentrations in the kidney increased in the EMR groups, while the GSH and TAS levels 
decreased. The sixth week results showed that iron concentrations in the kidney and the extent of 
lipid peroxidation in the kidney and testis increased in the EMR groups, while copper, TAS, and 
GSH concentrations decreased. There were no statistically significant differences in kidney 
chromium, magnesium, and manganese concentrations among the four groups. In conclusion, Wi-
Fi- and mobile phone-induced EMR caused oxidative damage by increasing the extent of lipid 
peroxidation and the iron level, while decreasing total antioxidant status, copper, and GSH values. 
Wi-Fi- and mobile phone-induced EMR may cause precocious puberty and oxidative kidney and 
testis injury in growing rats. 

 

Int J Radiat Biol. 2015 Mar 16:1-26. [Epub ahead of print] 

EFFECTS OF 2.4 GHz RADIOFREQUENCY RADIATION EMITTED FROM WI-FI EQUIPMENT 

ON microRNA EXPRESSION IN BRAIN TISSUE. 

Dasdag S, Akdag MZ, Erdal ME, Erdal N, Ay OI, Ay ME, Yilmaz SG, Tasdelen B, Yegin K. 
Abstract 

PURPOSE: 

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) play paramount role in growth, differentiation, proliferation and cell death by 

suppressing one or more target genes. However, their interaction with radiofrequencies is still unknown. The 

aim of this study was to investigate the long term effects of radiofrequency radiation emitted from a Wireless 

Fidelity (Wi-Fi) system on some of the miRNAs in brain tissue. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

The study was carried out on sixteen Wistar Albino adult male rats by dividing them into two groups such as 

sham (n: 8) and exposure (n: 8). Rats in the exposure group were exposed to 2.4 GHz radiofrequency (RF) 

radiation for 24 hours a day for twelve months (one year). The same procedure was applied to the rats in the 

sham group except the Wi-Fi system was turned off. Immediately after the last exposure, rats were sacrificed 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24101576
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=%C3%96zorak%20A%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24101576
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Naz%C4%B1ro%C4%9Flu%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24101576
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=%C3%87elik%20%C3%96%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24101576
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Y%C3%BCksel%20M%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24101576
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=%C3%96z%C3%A7elik%20D%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24101576
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=%C3%96zkaya%20MO%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24101576
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=%C3%87etin%20H%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24101576
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Kahya%20MC%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24101576
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Kose%20SA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24101576
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24101576
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25775055
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Dasdag%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25775055
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Akdag%20MZ%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25775055
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Erdal%20ME%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25775055
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Erdal%20N%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25775055
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Ay%20OI%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25775055
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Ay%20ME%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25775055
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Yilmaz%20SG%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25775055
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Tasdelen%20B%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25775055
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Yegin%20K%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=25775055
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and their brains were removed. miR-9-5p, miR-29a-3p, miR-106b-5p, miR-107, miR-125a-3p in brain were 

investigated in detail. 

RESULTS: 

The results revealed that long term exposure of 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi radiation can alter expression of some of the 

miRNAs such as miR-106b-5p (adjP* = 0,010) and miR-107 (adjP* = 0,005). We observed that mir 107 

expression is 3.3 times and miR-106b-5p expression is 3.65 times lower in the exposure group than in the 

control group. However, miR-9-5p, miR-29a-3p and miR-125a-3p levels in brain were not altered. 

CONCLUSION: 

Long term exposure of 2.4 GHz RF may lead to adverse effects such as neurodegenerative diseases 

originated from the alteration of some miRNAs expression and more studies should be devoted to the effects 

of RF radiation on miRNAs expression levels. 

KEYWORDS: 

2.4 GHz Radiofrequency; Wi-Fi; diseases; electromagnetic fields; miRNAs in brain 

 

Electromagn Biol Med. 2015 Mar;34(1):63-71. doi: 10.3109/15368378.2013.871619. Epub 2014 

Jan 24. 

The effects of long-term exposure to a 2450 MHz electromagnetic field on growth 
and pubertal development in female Wistar rats. 

Sangun O1, Dundar B, Darici H, Comlekci S, Doguc DK, Celik S. 
Author information 
Abstract 
Abstract The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of a 2450 MHz electromagnetic field 
(EMF) (wireless internet frequency) on the growth and development of female Wistar rats. The 
study was conducted on three groups of rats. The prenatal and postnatal groups were exposed to 
EMF 1 h/day beginning from intrauterine and postnatal periods, respectively. The third group was 
the sham-exposed group. Growth, nutrition and vaginal opening (VO) were regularly monitored. 
Serum and tissue specimens were collected at puberty. Histological examinations, total 
antioxidant status (TAS), total oxidant status (TOS) and oxidative stress index (OSI) measurements 
in ovary and brain tissues and also immunohistochemical staining of the hypothalamus were 
performed besides the determination of serum FSH, LH, E2 and IGF-1 values. Birth masses of the 
groups were similar (p > 0.05). Mass gain per day was significantly lower and the puberty was 
significantly later in the prenatal group. Brain and ovary TOS and OSI values in the prenatal group 
were significantly increased (p < 0.05) compared to the control group. Serum LH levels of the 
prenatal and postnatal groups were increased, although serum FSH, and E2 values did not differ 
among the groups (p > 0.05). Histological examinations of the specimens revealed no statistically 
significant difference between the groups (p > 0.05). Exposure to 2450 MHz EMF, particularly in 
the prenatal period, resulted in postnatal growth restriction and delayed puberty in female Wistar 
rats. Increased TOS and OSI values in the brain and ovary tissues can be interpreted as a sign of 
chronic stress induced by EMF. This is the first longitudinal study which investigates the effects of 
EMF induced by wireless internet on pubertal development beside growth 

 

 

Int J Occup Environ Health. 2000 Jul-Sep;6(3):187-93. 

Cancer in radar technicians exposed to radiofrequency/microwave radiation: 

sentinel episodes. 

Richter E1, Berman T, Ben-Michael E, Laster R, Westin JB. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24460416
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Author information 
Abstract 

Controversy exists concerning the health risks from exposures to radiofrequency/microwave 
irradiation (RF/MW). The authors report exposure-effect relationships in sentinel patients and 
their co-workers, who were technicians with high levels of exposure to RF/MW radiation. 
Information about exposures of patients with sentinel tumors was obtained from interviews, 
medical records, and technical sources. One patient was a member of a cohort of 25 workers with 
six tumors. The authors estimated relative risks for cancer in this group and latency periods for a 
larger group of self-reported individuals. Index patients with melanoma of the eye, testicular 
cancer, nasopharyngioma, non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, and breast cancer were in the 20-37-year 
age group. Information about work conditions suggested prolonged exposures to high levels of 
RF/MW radiation that produced risks for the entire body. Clusters involved many different types 
of tumors. Latency periods were extremely brief in index patients and a larger self-reported group. 
The findings suggest that young persons exposed to high levels of RF/MW radiation for long 
periods in settings where preventive measures were lax were at increased risk for cancer. Very 
short latency periods suggest high risks from high-level exposures. Calculations derived from a 
linear model of dose-response suggest the need to prevent exposures in the range of 10-100 
microw/cm(2). 

 

J Epidemiol Community Health. 2012 Jun;66(6):524-9. doi: 10.1136/jech.2010.115402. Epub 2010 

Dec 7. 

Cell phone use and behavioural problems in young children. 

Divan HA1, Kheifets L, Obel C, Olsen J. 

Author information 
Abstract 
BACKGROUND: 
Potential health effects of cell phone use in children have not been adequately examined. As 
children are using cell phones at earlier ages, research among this group has been identified as the 
highest priority by both national and international organisations. The authors previously reported 
results from the Danish National Birth Cohort (DNBC), which looked at prenatal and postnatal 
exposure to cell phone use and behavioural problems at age 7 years. Exposure to cell phones 
prenatally, and to a lesser degree postnatally, was associated with more behavioural difficulties. 
The original analysis included nearly 13 000 children who reached age 7 years by November 2006. 

METHODS: 
To see if a larger, separate group of DNBC children would produce similar results after considering 
additional confounders, children of mothers who might better represent current users of cell 
phones were analysed. This 'new' dataset consisted of 28 745 children with completed Age-7 
Questionnaires to December 2008. 

RESULTS: 
The highest OR for behavioural problems were for children who had both prenatal and postnatal 
exposure to cell phones compared with children not exposed during either time period. The 
adjusted effect estimate was 1.5 (95% CI 1.4 to 1.7). 

CONCLUSIONS: 
The findings of the previous publication were replicated in this separate group of participants 
demonstrating that cell phone use was associated with behavioural problems at age 7 years in 
children, and this association was not limited to early users of the technology. Although weaker in 
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the new dataset, even with further control for an extended set of potential confounders, the 
associations remained. 

 

Epidemiology. 2008 Jul;19(4):523-9. doi: 10.1097/EDE.0b013e318175dd47. 

Prenatal and postnatal exposure to cell phone use and behavioral problems in 
children. 

Divan HA1, Kheifets L, Obel C, Olsen J. 

Author information 
Abstract 
BACKGROUND: 
The World Health Organization has emphasized the need for research into the possible effects of 
radiofrequency fields in children. We examined the association between prenatal and postnatal 
exposure to cell phones and behavioral problems in young children. 

METHODS: 
Mothers were recruited to the Danish National Birth Cohort early in pregnancy. When the children 
of those pregnancies reached 7 years of age in 2005 and 2006, mothers were asked to complete a 
questionnaire regarding the current health and behavioral status of children, as well as past 
exposure to cell phone use. Mothers evaluated the child's behavior problems using the Strength 
and Difficulties Questionnaire. 

RESULTS: 
Mothers of 13,159 children completed the follow-up questionnaire reporting their use of cell 
phones during pregnancy as well as current cell phone use by the child. Greater odds ratios for 
behavioral problems were observed for children who had possible prenatal or postnatal exposure 
to cell phone use. After adjustment for potential confounders, the odds ratio for a higher overall 
behavioral problems score was 1.80 (95% confidence interval = 1.45-2.23) in children with both 
prenatal and postnatal exposure to cell phones. 

CONCLUSIONS: 
Exposure to cell phones prenatally-and, to a lesser degree, postnatally-was associated with 
behavioral difficulties such as emotional and hyperactivity problems around the age of school 
entry. These associations may be noncausal and may be due to unmeasured confounding. If real, 
they would be of public health concern given the widespread use of this technology. 

 

Environ Health. 2013 Oct 22;12:90. doi: 10.1186/1476-069X-12-90. 

The relationship between adolescents' well-being and their wireless phone use: a 
cross-sectional study. 

Redmayne M1, Smith E, Abramson MJ. 

Author information 
 
Abstract 

BACKGROUND: 

The exposure of young people to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields (RF-EMFs) has increased rapidly in 

recent years with their increased use of cellphones and use of cordless phones and WiFi. We sought to 

ascertain associations between New Zealand early-adolescents' subjective well-being and self-reported use 

of, or exposure to, wireless telephone and internet technology. 
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METHODS: 

In this cross-sectional survey, participants completed questionnaires in class about their cellphone and 

cordless phone use, their self-reported well-being, and possible confounding information such as whether 

they had had influenza recently or had a television in the bedroom. Parental questionnaires provided data on 

whether they had WiFi at home and cordless phone ownership and model. Data were analysed with Ordinal 

Logistic Regression adjusting for common confounders. Odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals 

were calculated. 

RESULTS: 

The number and duration of cellphone and cordless phone calls were associated with increased risk of 

headaches (>6 cellphone calls over 10 minutes weekly, adjusted OR 2.4, CI 1.2-4.8; >15 minutes cordless 

use daily adjusted OR 1.74, CI 1.1-2.9)). Texting and extended use of wireless phones was related to having 

a painful 'texting' thumb). Using a wired cellphone headset was associated with tinnitus (adjusted OR 1.8, CI 

1.0-3.3), while wireless headsets were associated with headache (adjusted OR 2.2, CI 1.1-4.5), feeling 

down/depressed (adjusted OR 2.0, CI 1.1-3.8), and waking in the night (adjusted OR 2.4, CI 1.2-4.8). 

Several cordless phone frequencies bands were related to tinnitus, feeling down/depressed and sleepiness 

at school, while the last of these was also related to modulation. Waking nightly was less likely for those with 

WiFi at home (adjusted OR 0.7, CI 0.4-0.99). Being woken at night by a cellphone was strongly related to 

tiredness at school (OR 3.49, CI 1.97-6.2). 

CONCLUSIONS: 

There were more statistically significant associations (36%) than could be expected by chance (5%). Several 

were dose-dependent relationships. To safeguard young people's well-being, we suggest limiting their use of 

cellphones and cordless phones to less than 15 minutes daily, and employing a speaker-phone device for 

longer daily use. We recommend parental measures are taken to prevent young people being woken by their 

cellphones. 

Environ Health. 2013 Jan 10;12:5. doi: 10.1186/1476-069X-12-5. 

New Zealand adolescents' cellphone and cordless phone user-habits: are they at 
increased risk of brain tumours already? A cross-sectional study. 

Redmayne M1. 
Author information 
Abstract 

BACKGROUND: 

Cellphone and cordless phone use is very prevalent among early adolescents, but the extent and types of 

use is not well documented. This paper explores how, and to what extent, New Zealand adolescents are 

typically using and exposed to active cellphones and cordless phones, and considers implications of this in 

relation to brain tumour risk, with reference to current research findings. 

METHODS: 

This cross-sectional study recruited 373 Year 7 and 8 school students with a mean age of 12.3 years (range 

10.3-13.7 years) from the Wellington region of New Zealand. Participants completed a questionnaire and 

measured their normal body-to-phone texting distances. Main exposure-metrics included self-reported time 

spent with an active cellphone close to the body, estimated time and number of calls on both phone types, 

estimated and actual extent of SMS text-messaging, cellphone functions used and people texted. Statistical 

analyses used Pearson Chi2 tests and Pearson's correlation coefficient (r). Analyses were undertaken using 

SPSS version 19.0. 

RESULTS: 

Both cellphones and cordless phones were used by approximately 90% of students. A third of participants 

had already used a cordless phone for ≥ 7 years. In 4 years from the survey to mid-2013, the cordless phone 

use of 6% of participants would equal that of the highest Interphone decile (≥ 1640 hours), at the surveyed 

rate of use. High cellphone use was related to cellphone location at night, being woken regularly, and being 

tired at school. More than a third of parents thought cellphones carried a moderate-to-high health risk for 

their child. 

CONCLUSIONS: 
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While cellphones were very popular for entertainment and social interaction via texting, cordless phones 

were most popular for calls. If their use continued at the reported rate, many would be at increased risk of 

specific brain tumours by their mid-teens, based on findings of the Interphone and Hardell-group studies. 

 

Sci Rep. 2012;2:312. doi: 10.1038/srep00312. Epub 2012 Mar 15. 

Fetal radiofrequency radiation exposure from 800-1900 mhz-rated cellular 
telephones affects neurodevelopment and behavior in mice. 

Aldad TS1, Gan G, Gao XB, Taylor HS. 

Author information 
Abstract 

Neurobehavioral disorders are increasingly prevalent in children, however their etiology is not well 

understood. An association between prenatal cellular telephone use and hyperactivity in children has been 

postulated, yet the direct effects of radiofrequency radiation exposure on neurodevelopment remain 

unknown. Here we used a mouse model to demonstrate that in-utero radiofrequency exposure from cellular 

telephones does affect adult behavior. Mice exposed in-utero were hyperactive and had impaired memory as 

determined using the object recognition, light/dark box and step-down assays. Whole cell patch clamp 

recordings of miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs) revealed that these behavioral changes 

were due to altered neuronal developmental programming. Exposed mice had dose-responsive impaired 

glutamatergic synaptic transmission onto layer V pyramidal neurons of the prefrontal cortex. We present the 

first experimental evidence of neuropathology due to in-utero cellular telephone radiation. Further 

experiments are needed in humans or non-human primates to determine the risk of exposure during 

pregnancy 

 

Bioelectromagnetics. 2015 Feb;36(2):133-48. doi: 10.1002/bem.21895. Epub 2015 Jan 30. 

The discrepancy between maximum in vitro exposure levels and realistic 
conservative exposure levels of mobile phones operating at 900/1800 MHz. 

Schmid G1, Kuster N. 

Author information 

1Seibersdorf Laboratories, Seibersdorf, Austria. 

Abstract 
The objective of this paper is to compare realistic maximum electromagnetic exposure of human 
tissues generated by mobile phones with electromagnetic exposures applied during in vitro 
experiments to assess potentially adverse effects of electromagnetic exposure in the 
radiofrequency range. We reviewed 80 in vitro studies published between 2002 and present that 
concern possible adverse effects of exposure to mobile phones operating in the 900 and 1800 MHz 
bands. We found that the highest exposure level averaged over the cell medium that includes 
evaluated cells (monolayer or suspension) used in 51 of the 80 studies corresponds to 2 W/kg or 
less, a level below the limit defined for the general public. That does not take into account any 
exposure non-uniformity. For comparison, we estimated, by numerical means using dipoles and a 
commercial mobile phone model, the maximum conservative exposure of superficial tissues from 
sources operated in the 900 and 1800 MHz bands. The analysis demonstrated that exposure of 
skin, blood, and muscle tissues may well exceed 40 W/kg at the cell level. Consequently, in vitro 
studies reporting minimal or no effects in response to maximum exposure of 2 W/kg or less 
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averaged over the cell media, which includes the cells, may be of only limited value for analyzing 
risk from realistic mobile phone exposure. We, therefore, recommend future in vitro experiments 
use specific absorption rate levels that reflect maximum exposures and that additional 
temperature control groups be included to account for sample heating. Bioelectromagnetics. 
36:133-148, 2015. © 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. 

 

J Toxicol Environ Health A. 2014;77(13):747-50. doi: 10.1080/15287394.2014.890988. 

Structural and ultrastructural study of rat testes influenced by electromagnetic 
radiation. 

Almášiová V1, Holovská K, Cigánková V, Račeková E, Fabianová K, Martončíková M. 

Author information 

1a Department of Anatomy, Histology and Physiology , University of Veterinary Medicine and 
Pharmacy , Košice , Slovak Republic. 

Abstract 
This study was conducted to investigate the influence of whole-body electromagnetic radiation 
(EMR) on testicular parenchyma of Wistar rats. Sexually mature rats were subjected to pulsed 
electromagnetic field at frequency of 2.45 GHz and mean power density 2.8 mW/cm(2) by 3-h 
daily applications for 3 wk. Tissue samples were obtained 3 h after the last irradiation and 
processed by histological techniques for light and transmission electron microscopy. Testes 
showed apparent degenerative changes of seminiferous epithelium. The seminiferous tubules 
were mostly irregular in shape, and seminiferous epithelium contained a number of empty spaces 
of different size. Subsequently, groups of sloughed epithelial cells were often found inside the 
lumina of tubules. Except for relatively unchanged Sertoli cells, some locations of basal 
compartment of seminiferous epithelium contained shriveled Sertoli cells with dark cytoplasm. 
These areas showed degenerative features including necrotizing and shriveled spermatogonia 
surrounded by empty irregular spaces, and undulating basement membrane. The intertubular 
spaces were enlarged but interstitial Leydig cells did not show any marked morphological changes. 
Evidence demonstrates the adverse effects of EMR on testicular parenchyma in rats. 

 

Electromagn Biol Med. 2015 Mar;34(1):37-42. doi: 10.3109/15368378.2013.869752. Epub 2014 

Jan 24. 

Effect of long-term exposure of 2.4 GHz radiofrequency radiation emitted from Wi-
Fi equipment on testes functions. 

Dasdag S1, Taş M, Akdag MZ, Yegin K. 

Author information 
Abstract 
Abstract The aim of this study was to investigate long-term effects of radiofrequency radiation 
(RFR) emitted from a Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) system on testes. The study was carried out on 16 
Wistar Albino adult male rats by dividing them into two groups such as sham (n: 8) and exposure 
(n: 8). Rats in the exposure group were exposed to 2.4 GHz RFR radiation for 24 h/d during 12 
months (1 year). The same procedure was applied to the rats in the sham control group except the 
Wi-Fi system was turned off. Immediately after the last exposure, rats were sacrificed and 
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reproductive organs were removed. Motility (%), concentration (×10(6)/mL), tail defects (%), head 
defects (%) and total morphologic defects (%) of sperms and weight of testes (g), left epididymis 
(g), prostate (g), seminal vesicles (g) were determined. Seminiferous tubules diameter (μm) and 
tunica albuginea thickness (μm) were also measured. However, the results were evaluated by 
using Johnsen's score. Head defects increased in the exposure group (p < 0.05) while weight of the 
epididymis and seminal vesicles, seminiferous tubules diameter and tunica albuginea thickness 
were decreased in the exposure group (p < 0.01, p < 0.001, p < 0.0001). However, other alterations 
of other parameters were not found significant (p > 0.05). In conclusion, we observed that long-
term exposure of 2.4 GHz RF emitted from Wi-Fi (2420 μW/kg, 1 g average) affects some of the 
reproductive parameters of male rats. We suggest Wi-Fi users to avoid long-term exposure of RF 
emissions from Wi-Fi equipment. 

 

Free Radic Res. 2014 May;48(5):511-25. doi: 10.3109/10715762.2014.888717. Epub 2014 Feb 25. 

2.45-GHz microwave irradiation adversely affects reproductive function in male 
mouse, Mus musculus by inducing oxidative and nitrosative stress. 

Shahin S1, Mishra V, Singh SP, Chaturvedi CM. 

Author information 
Abstract 
Electromagnetic radiations are reported to produce long-term and short-term biological effects, 
which are of great concern to human health due to increasing use of devices emitting EMR 
especially microwave (MW) radiation in our daily life. In view of the unavoidable use of MW 
emitting devices (microwaves oven, mobile phones, Wi-Fi, etc.) and their 
harmful effects on biological system, it was thought worthwhile to investigate the long-
termeffects of low-level MW irradiation on the reproductive function of male Swiss strain mice 
and its mechanism of action. Twelve-week-old mice were exposed to non-thermal low-level 2.45-
GHz MW radiation (CW for 2 h/day for 30 days, power density = 0.029812 mW/cm(2) and SAR = 
0.018 W/Kg). Sperm count and sperm viability test were done as well as vital organs were 
processed to study different stress parameters. Plasma was used for testosterone and testis for 3β 
HSD assay. Immunohistochemistry of 3β HSD and nitric oxide synthase (i-NOS) was also performed 
in testis. We observed that MW irradiation induced a significant decrease in sperm count and 
sperm viability along with the decrease in seminiferous tubule diameter and degeneration of 
seminiferous tubules. Reduction in testicular 3β HSD activity and plasma testosterone levels was 
also noted in the exposed group of mice. Increased expression of testicular i-NOS was observed in 
the MW-irradiated group of mice. Further, these adverse reproductive effects suggest that chronic 
exposure to nonionizing MW radiation may lead to infertility via free radical species-mediated 
pathway. 

 

Int J Radiat Biol. 2013 Nov;89(11):976-84. doi: 10.3109/09553002.2013.817699. Epub 2013 Jul 29. 

p25/CDK5 is partially involved in neuronal injury induced by radiofrequency electromagnetic 
field exposure. 

Zhang Y1, She F, Li L, Chen C, Xu S, Luo X, Li M, He M, Yu Z. 
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1Key Laboratory of Medical Protection for Electromagnetic Radiation, Ministry of Education, Third 
Military Medical University , Chongqing, 400038 , P. R. China. 

Abstract 
PURPOSE: 
Several studies suggest that radiofrequency electromagnetic field (RF-EMF) exposure can induce 
neuronal injury. The aim of the present work was to investigate whether the cyclin-dependent 
kinase 5 (CDK5) pathway is involved in neuronal injury induced by RF-EMF exposure. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 
Newborn Sprague-Dawley rats' primary cultured cortical neurons were exposed to pulsed 
2.45 GHz RF-EMF for 10 min. The cellular viability was assessed using the 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-
yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide assay. The apoptosis was assessed by Hoechst 33342 and 
terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT)-mediated dUTP nick-end labeling co-staining. The 
protein expressions of CDK5, p35, p25, and phosphorylated tau at Ser(404) were examined by 
Western blot analysis. The CDK5 activity was detected using a histone-H1 kinase assay. 

RESULTS: 
The cellular viability of neurons was significantly decreased (p < 0.01, Partial Eta Squared [ηp(2)]: 
0.554), and the percentage of apoptotic nuclei (p < 0.01, ηp(2) = 0.689), activity of CDK5 (p < 0.05, 
ηp(2) = 0.589), ratio of p25 and p35 (p < 0.05, ηp(2 =) 0.670), levels of tau phosphorylation at 
Ser(404) (p < 0.01, ηp(2) = 0.896) were significantly increased after RF-EMF exposure. No 
significant change was detected in CDK5 expression after RF-EMF exposure. Pretreatment with 
Roscovitine (a CDK5 inhibitor) significantly blocked the RF-EMF-induced decrease of cellular 
viability (p < 0.05, ηp(2) = 0.398) and tau hyperphosphorylation at Ser(404) (p < 0.01, ηp(2 =) 
0.917), but did not significantly block the RF-EMF-induced apoptosis (p > 0.05, ηp(2) = 0.130). 

CONCLUSIONS: 
These results suggest that abnormal activity of p25/CDK5 is partially involved in primary cultured 
cortical neuron injury induced by RF-EMF exposure. 

 

Cell Transplant. 2012;21(6):1225-33. doi: 10.3727/096368911X600966. Epub 2011 Sep 22. 

Radiofrequency energy loop primes cardiac, neuronal, and skeletal muscle differentiation in 
mouse embryonic stem cells: a new tool for improving tissue regeneration. 

Maioli M1, Rinaldi S, Santaniello S, Castagna A, Pigliaru G, Gualini S, Fontani V, Ventura C. 

Author information 

1Department of Biomedical Sciences, University of Sassari, Sassari, Italy. 

Abstract 
Radiofrequency (RF) waves from Wi-Fi (wireless fidelity) technologies have become ubiquitous, 
with Internet access spreading into homes, and public areas. The human body harbors multipotent 
stem cells with various grading of potentiality. Whether stem cells may be affected by Wi-Fi RF 
energy remains unknown. We exposed mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells to a Radio Electric 
Asymmetric Conveyer (REAC), an innovative device delivering Wi-Fi RF of 2.4 GHz with its conveyer 
electrodes immersed into the culture medium. Cell responses were investigated by real-time PCR, 
Western blot, and confocal microscopy. Single RF burst duration, radiated power, electric and 
magnetic fields, specific absorption rate, and current density in culture medium were monitored. 
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REAC stimulation primed transcription of genes involved in cardiac (GATA4, Nkx-2.5, and 
prodynorphin), skeletal muscle (myoD) and neuronal (neurogenin1) commitment, while 
downregulating the self renewal/pluripotency-associated genes Sox2, Oct4, and Nanog. REAC 
exposure enhanced the expression of cardiac, skeletal, and neuronal lineage-restricted marker 
proteins. The number of spontaneously beating ES-derived myocardial cells was also increased. In 
conclusion, REAC stimulation provided a "physical milieu" optimizing stem cell expression of 
pluripotentiality and the attainment of three major target lineages for regenerative medicine, 
without using chemical agonists or vector-mediated gene delivery 

 

Indian J Ophthalmol. 2014 Jan;62(1):12-5. doi: 10.4103/0301-4738.126166. 

Effects of melatonin on Wi-Fi-induced oxidative stress in lens of rats. 

Tök L, Nazıroğlu M1, Doğan S, Kahya MC, Tök O. 
Author information 
Abstract 
INTRODUCTION: 
Melatonin has been considered a potent antioxidant that detoxifies a variety of reactive oxygen 
species in many pathophysiological states of eye. The present study was designed to determine 
the effects of Wi-Fi exposure on the lens oxidant, antioxidant redox systems, as well as the 
possible protective effects of melatonin on the lens injury induced by electromagnetic radiation 
(EMR). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 
Thirty-two rats were used in the current study and they were randomly divided into four equal 
groups as follows: First and second groups were cage-control and sham-control rats. Rats in third 
group were exposed to Wi-Fi (2.45 GHz) for duration of 60 min/day for 30 days. As in the third 
group, the fourth group was treated with melatonin. The one-hour exposure to irradiation in 
second, third and fourth took place at noon each day. 

RESULTS: 
Lipid peroxidation levels in the lens were slightly higher in third (Wi-Fi) group than in cage and 
sham control groups although their concentrations were significantly (P < 0.05) decreased by 
melatonin supplementation. Glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px) activity was significantly (P < 0.05) 
lower in Wi-Fi group than in cage and sham control groups although GSH-Px (P < 0.01) and 
reduced glutathione (P < 0.05) values were significantly higher in Wi-Fi + melatonin group than in 
Wi-Fi group. 

CONCLUSIONS: 
There are poor oxidative toxic effects of one hour of Wi-Fi exposure on the lens in the animals. 
However, melatonin supplementation in the lens seems to have protective effects on the oxidant 
system by modulation of GSH-Px activity 

 

Electromagn Biol Med. 2014 Jun;33(2):81-91. doi: 10.3109/15368378.2013.781035. Epub 2013 

May 15. 

Therapeutic approaches of melatonin in microwave radiations-induced oxidative 
stress-mediated toxicity on male fertility pattern of Wistar rats. 

Meena R1, Kumari K, Kumar J, Rajamani P, Verma HN, Kesari KK. 
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1School of Environmental Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University , New Delhi , India . 

Abstract 
Microwave (MW) radiation produced by wireless telecommunications and a number of electrical 
devices used in household or in healthcare institutions may adversely affects the reproductive 
pattern. Present study aimed to investigate the protective effects of melatonin (is well known 
antioxidant that protects DNA, lipids and proteins from free radical damage) against oxidative 
stress-mediated testicular impairment due to long-term exposure of MWs. For this, 70-day-old 
male Wistar rats were divided into four groups (n = 6/group): Sham exposed, Melatonin (Mel) 
treated (2 mg/kg), 2.45 GHz MWs exposed and MWs + Mel treated. Exposure took place in 
Plexiglas cages for 2 h a day for 45 days where, power density (0.21 mW/cm(2)) and specific 
absorption rate (SAR 0.14 W/Kg) were estimated. After the completion of exposure period, rats 
were sacrificed and various stress related parameters, that is LDH-X (lactate dehydrogenase 
isoenzyme) activity, xanthine oxidase (XO), ROS (reactive oxygen species), protein carbonyl 
content, DNA damage and MDA (malondialdehyde) were performed. Result shows 
that melatonin prevent oxidative damage biochemically by significant increase (p < 0.001) in the 
levels of testicular LDH-X, decreased (p < 0.001) levels of MDA and ROS in testis (p < 0.01). 
Meanwhile, it reversed the effects of MWs on XO, protein carbonyl content, sperm count, 
testosterone level and DNA fragmentation in testicular cells. These results concluded that 
the melatonin has strong antioxidative potential against MW induced oxidative stress mediated 
DNA damage in testicular cells. 

 

Bioelectromagnetics. 1986;7(3):315-28. 

Intermittent exposure of rats to 2450 MHz microwaves at 2.5 mW cm2: behavioral 
and physiological effects. 

D'Andrea JA, DeWitt JR, Emmerson RY, Bailey C, Stensaas S, Gandhi OP. 
Abstract 
Long-Evans male adult rats were intermittently exposed for 14 weeks to continuous wave (CW) 
2450-MHz microwaves at an average power density of 2.5 mW/cm2. The mean specific absorption 
rate was 0.70 W/kg (+/- 0.02 SEM). The rats were exposed 7 h/day, 7 days/week in a radiation 
chamber with a monopole above ground, while housed in Plexiglas cages. Weekly measures of 
body mass and food intake did not indicate statistically significant effects of microwave irradiation. 
Assessments of threshold for electric-footshock detection revealed a significant difference 
between microwave and sham-exposed animals. Assessments of cholinesterase and sulfhydryl 
groups in blood and 17-ketosteroids in urine did not distinguish the two groups of rats. Behavioral 
measures made at the end of the 14-week exposure included an open-field test, shuttlebox 
avoidance performance, and schedule-controlled lever-pressing for food pellets. Statistically 
significant differences between microwave- and sham-exposed rats were observed for these 
measures. Examination of adrenal tissue, plasma electrolytes, and organ masses after 14 weeks 
of exposure revealed no difference between the two groups of rats. 

 

Int J Toxicol. 2015 Mar 5. pii: 1091581815574348. [Epub ahead of print] 

Cognitive Impairment and Neurogenotoxic Effects in Rats Exposed to Low-

Intensity Microwave Radiation. 

Deshmukh PS1, Nasare N2, Megha K1, Banerjee BD3, Ahmed RS1, Singh D1, Abegaonkar MP4, Tripathi 

AK1, Mediratta PK5. 
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Abstract 
The health hazard of microwave radiation (MWR) has become a recent subject of interest as a result of the 
enormous increase in mobile phone usage. The present study aimed to investigate the effects of chronic 
low-intensity microwave exposure on cognitive function, heat shock protein 70 (HSP70), and DNA damage 
in rat brain. Experiments were performed on male Fischer rats exposed to MWR for 180 days at 3 different 
frequencies, namely, 900, 1800 MHz, and 2450 MHz. Animals were divided into 4 groups: group I: sham 
exposed; group II: exposed to MWR at 900 MHz, specific absorption rate (SAR) 5.953 × 10-4 W/kg; group III: 
exposed to 1800 MHz, SAR 5.835×10-4 W/kg; and group IV: exposed to 2450 MHz, SAR 6.672 × 10-4 W/kg. 
All the rats were tested for cognitive function at the end of the exposure period and were subsequently 
sacrificed to collect brain. Level of HSP70 was estimated by enzyme-linked immunotarget assay and DNA 
damage was assessed using alkaline comet assay in all the groups. The results showed declined cognitive 
function, elevated HSP70 level, and DNA damage in the brain of microwave-exposed animals. The results 
indicated that, chronic low-intensity microwave exposure in the frequency range of 900 to 2450 MHz may 
cause hazardous effects on the brain. 

 

Brain Res Bull. 2012 Jul 1;88(4):371-8. doi: 10.1016/j.brainresbull.2012.04.002. Epub 2012 Apr 9. 

Exposure to 2.45 GHz electromagnetic fields elicits an HSP-related stress response 
in rat hippocampus. 

Yang XS1, He GL, Hao YT, Xiao Y, Chen CH, Zhang GB, Yu ZP. 

Author information 
Abstract 
The issue of possible neurobiological effects of the electromagnetic field (EMF) exposure is highly 
controversial. To determine whether electromagnetic field exposure could act as an 
environmental stimulus capable of producing stress responses, we employed the hippocampus, a 
sensitive target of electromagnetic radiation, to assess the changes in its stress-related gene and 
protein expression after EMF exposure. Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats with body restrained 
were exposed to a 2.45 GHz EMF at a specific absorption rate (SAR) of 6 W/kg or sham conditions. 
cDNA microarray was performed to examine the changes of gene expression involved in 
the biological effects of electromagnetic radiation. Of 2048 candidate genes, 23 upregulated and 
18 downregulated genes were identified. Of these differential expression genes, two heat shock 
proteins (HSP), HSP27 and HSP70, are notable because expression levels of both proteins are 
increased in the rat hippocampus. Result from immunocytochemistry revealed that EMF caused 
intensive staining for HSP27 and HSP70 in the hippocampus, especially in the pyramidal neurons of 
cornu ammonis 3 (CA3) and granular cells of dentate gyrus (DG). The gene and protein expression 
profiles of HSP27 and HSP70 were further confirmed by reverse transcription polymerase chain 
reaction (RT-PCR) and Western blot. Our data provide direct evidence that exposure to 
electromagnetic fields elicits a stress response in the rat hippocampus. 

 

Int J Radiat Biol. 2009 Aug;85(8):680-9. doi: 10.1080/09553000903009530. 

Modulator effects of L-carnitine and selenium on wireless devices (2.45 GHz)-
induced oxidative stress and electroencephalography records in brain of rat. 

Naziroğlu M1, Gümral N. 

Author information 
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PURPOSE: 
Electromagnetic radiation (EMR) from wireless devices may affect biological systems by increasing 
free radicals. The present study was designed to determine the effects of 2.45 GHz EMR on the 
brain antioxidant redox system and electroencephalography (EEG) records in rat. The possible 
protective effects of selenium and L-carnitine were also tested and compared to untreated 
controls. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 
Thirty rats were equally divided into five different groups, namely Group A(1): Cage control, Group 
A(2): Sham control, group B: 2.45 GHz EMR, group C: 2.45 GHz EMR + selenium, group 
D: 2.45 GHz EMR + L-carnitine. Groups B, C and D were exposed to2.45 GHz EMR during 60 
min/day for 28 days. End of the experiments, EEG records and the brain cortex samples were 
taken. 

RESULTS: 
The cortex brain vitamin A (p < 0.05), vitamin C (p < 0.01) and vitamin E (p < 0.05) concentrations 
values were lower in group B than in group A1 and A2 although their concentrations were 
increased by selenium and L-carnitine supplementation. Lipid peroxidation, levels were lower in 
group C (p < 0.05) and D (p < 0.01) than in group B where as reduced glutathione levels were 
higher in group C (p < 0.05) than in group A1, A2 and B. However, B-carotene levels did not change 
in the five groups. 

CONCLUSIONS: 
L-carnitine and selenium seem to have protective effects on the 2.45 GHz-induced decrease of the 
vitamins by supporting antioxidant redox system. L-carnitine on the vitamin concentrations seems 
to more protective affect than in selenium. 

 

J Chem Phys. 2009 Jul 21;131(3):035106. doi: 10.1063/1.3184794. 

Nonequilibrium molecular dynamics study of electric and low-frequency 
microwave fields on hen egg white lysozyme. 

English NJ1, Solomentsev GY, O'Brien P. 

Author information 

 
1Centre for Synthesis and Chemical Biology, Conway Institute of Biomolecular and Biomedical 
Research School of Chemical and Bioprocess Engineering, University College Dublin, Belfield, 
Dublin 4, Ireland. niall.english@ucd.ie 

Abstract 
Nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulations of various mutants of hen egg white lysozyme 
have been performed at 300 K and 1 bar in the presence of both external static electric and low-
frequency microwave (2.45 GHz) fields of varying intensity. Significant nonthermal 
field effects were noted, such as marked changes in the protein's secondary structure relative to 
the zero-field state, depending on the field conditions, mutation, and orientation with respect to 
the applied field. This occurred primarily as a consequence of alignment of the protein's total 
dipole moment with the external field, although the dipolar alignment of water molecules in both 
the solvation layer and the bulk was also found to be influential. Substantial differences in 
behavior were found for proteins with and without overall net charges, particularly with respect to 
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translational motion. Localized motion and perturbation of hydrogen bonds were also found to be 
evident for charged residues. 

 

FEBS Lett. 2005 Aug 29;579(21):4829-36. 

2.45 GHz radiofrequency fields alter gene expression in cultured human cells. 

Lee S1, Johnson D, Dunbar K, Dong H, Ge X, Kim YC, Wing C, Jayathilaka N, Emmanuel N, Zhou 

CQ, Gerber HL, Tseng CC, Wang SM. 

Author information 

1Department of Medicine, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637, USA. 

Abstract 
The biological effect of radiofrequency (RF) fields remains controversial. We address this issue by 
examining whether RF fields can cause changes in gene expression. We used the pulsed RF fields 
at a frequency of 2.45 GHz that is commonly used in telecommunication to expose cultured 
human HL-60 cells. We used the serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) method to measure the 
RF effect on gene expression at the genome level. We observed that 221 genes altered their 
expression after a 2-h exposure. The number of affected genes increased to 759 after a 6-h 
exposure. Functional classification of the affected genes reveals that apoptosis-related genes were 
among the upregulated ones and the cell cycle genes among the downregulated ones. We 
observed no significant increase in the expression of heat shock genes. These results indicate that 
the RF fields at 2.45 GHz can alter gene expression in cultured human cells through non-thermal 
mechanism. 

 

Indian J Physiol Pharmacol. 1994 Jul;38(3):181-4. 

Poly ADP ribosylation as a possible mechanism of microwave-biointeraction. 

Singh N1, Rudra N, Bansal P, Mathur R, Behari J, Nayar U. 

Author information 
Abstract 
Electromagnetic fields (EMFs) affect the metabolism of the body including the nervous, endocrine, 
cardiovascular, hematological as well as the reproductive system. EMFs are environmental 
pollutants, thus posing a health hazard which can cause steric changes in the molecule located at 
the cell surface. Microwaves are known to cause chromosomal abberations and act as tumor 
promoters. The process involves a stream of signals from cell membrane to nucleus and other 
organelles. The present investigations aim to understand the mechanism of biological effects of 
microwaves (2.45 GHz). The effect was studied on poly ADP-ribosylation, which is a post 
translational modification of chromatin protein catalysed by the enzyme poly ADPR polymerase 
using NAD+ as the substrate. Poly ADP-ribosylation has been shown to be involved in several 
aspects of chromatin structure and function. Twenty-three days old rats weighing 42-48 gms were 
exposed at a microwave dose level of 1.0 mW/cm2. After exposure for sixty days the animals were 
sacrificed and an estimation of poly ADPR polymerase activity was undertaken in different organs 
of these animals. There was an increase of 20% in its activity in liver, 35% in testis, whereas brain 
showed a 53% decrease in diencephalon and 20% decrease in the cortex in the exposed animals as 
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compared to their respective controls. There was no change in enzyme activity in spleen and 
kidney. This was accompanied by concomitant changes in NAD+ levels. The above results may be 
cited as important events in carcinogenesis and tumor promotion related to microwave exposure 
and the signal transduction mechanism involved. The goal is to shed light on complex ecogenetic 
interactions leading to cancer modulation of gene expression by epigenetic mechanism. 

 

Int J Radiat Biol. 2012 Jun;88(6):449-56. doi: 10.3109/09553002.2012.682192. Epub 2012 May 2. 

2.45-Gz wireless devices induce oxidative stress and proliferation through cytosolic 
Ca²⁺ influx in human leukemia cancer cells. 

Nazıroğlu M1, Ciğ B, Doğan S, Uğuz AC, Dilek S, Faouzi D. 

Author information 
Abstract 

PURPOSE: 

Electromagnetic radiation from wireless devices may affect biological systems by increasing free radicals. 

The present study was designed to determine the effects of 2.45 GHz radiation on the antioxidant redox 

system, calcium ion signaling, cell count and viability in human leukemia 60 cells. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

Twelve cell cultures were equally divided into two main groups as controls (n = 6) and irradiated (n = 6) and 

then subdivided into four different subgroups depending on the duration of exposure, namely 1, 2, 12 and 24 

hours. The samples were analyzed immediately after the experimental period. 

RESULTS: 

The extent of lipid peroxidation, cytosolic free Ca²⁺ and cell numbers were higher in 2.45 GHz groups than in 

the controls. The increase of cytosolic free Ca²⁺ concentrations was radiation time-dependent and was 

highest at 24-h exposure. The reduced glutathione, glutathione peroxidase, vitamin C and cell viability values 

did not show any changes in any of the experimental groups. 2-aminoethyl diphenylborinate inhibits Ca²⁺ 

ions influx by blockage of the transient receptor potential melastatin 2. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

2.45 GHz electromagnetic radiation appears to induce proliferative effects through oxidative stress and Ca²⁺ 

influx although blocking of transient receptor potential melastatin 2 channels by 2-aminoethyl 

diphenylborinate seems to counteract the effects on Ca²⁺ ions influx. 

 

Int J Hyg Environ Health. 2004 Feb;207(2):141-50. 

Symptoms of ill health ascribed to electromagnetic field exposure--
a questionnaire survey. 

Röösli M1, Moser M, Baldinini Y, Meier M, Braun-Fahrländer C. 
Author information 
Abstract 

From June 2001, health questionnaires were distributed to people who complained 

about symptoms of ill health which they ascribed to exposure toelectromagnetic fields (EMF). The objective 

of the survey was to gain a better knowledge of the anxieties of complainants, to obtain hints of possible 

problems and of actions that should be taken to solve the problems. The survey was not designed to 

establish a causal association between exposure to EMF and symptoms of ill health. Within one year, 429 

questionnaires were returned of which 394 persons reported symptoms. The average age of the 

complainants was 51.0 years and 57 percent were female. The complainants were older, had a higher 

educational level and were more likely to be married compared to the general Swiss population. A mean of 

2.7 different symptoms were reported. Sleep disorders (58%), headaches (41%), nervousness or distress 

(19%), fatigue (18%), and concentration difficulties (16%) were most common complaints. Complainants 
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related their symptoms most frequently to exposure to mobile phone base stations (74%), followed by mobile 

phones (36%), cordless phones (29%) and power lines (27%). No distinct symptoms related to a 

specific field source could be identified. Eighty-five percent of the people who consulted a public authority 

because of their symptoms were unsatisfied with the response, whereas consultation of self-help groups or 

building ecologists usually fulfilled expectations. Two thirds of complainants had taken some action to reduce 

their symptoms. The most common measure was to avoid exposure if possible. Removing or disconnecting 

indoor sources was judged to be the most effective action. 

 

Pathophysiology. 2013 Jun;20(3):191-209. doi: 10.1016/j.pathophys.2013.08.001. Epub 2013 Oct 4. 

Autism and EMF? Plausibility of a pathophysiological link - Part I. 

Herbert MR1, Sage C. 

Author information 

 1TRANSCEND Research Program Neurology, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, 
Boston, MA 02129, USA. Electronic address: drmarthaherbert@gmail.com. 

Abstract 

Although autism spectrum conditions (ASCs) are defined behaviorally, they also involve multileveled 

disturbances of underlying biology that find striking parallels in the physiological impacts of electromagnetic 

frequency and radiofrequency exposures (EMF/RFR). Part I of this paper will review the critical contributions 

pathophysiology may make to the etiology, pathogenesis and ongoing generation of core features of ASCs. 

We will review pathophysiological damage to core cellular processes that are associated both with ASCs and 

with biological effects of EMF/RFR exposures that contribute to chronically disrupted homeostasis. Many 

studies of people with ASCs have identified oxidative stress and evidence of free radical damage, cellular 

stress proteins, and deficiencies of antioxidants such as glutathione. Elevated intracellular calcium in ASCs 

may be due to genetics or may be downstream of inflammation or environmental exposures. Cell membrane 

lipids may be peroxidized, mitochondria may be dysfunctional, and various kinds of immune system 

disturbances are common. Brain oxidative stress and inflammation as well as measures consistent with 

blood-brain barrier and brain perfusion compromise have been documented. Part II of this paper will review 

how behaviors in ASCs may emerge from alterations of electrophysiological oscillatory synchronization, how 

EMF/RFR could contribute to these by de-tuning the organism, and policy implications of these 

vulnerabilities. Changes in brain and autonomic nervous system electrophysiological function and sensory 

processing predominate, seizures are common, and sleep disruption is close to universal. All of these 

phenomena also occur with EMF/RFR exposure that can add to system overload ('allostatic load') in ASCs 

by increasing risk, and worsening challenging biological problems and symptoms; conversely, reducing 

exposure might ameliorate symptoms of ASCs by reducing obstruction of physiological repair. Various vital 

but vulnerable mechanisms such as calcium channels may be disrupted by environmental agents, various 

genes associated with autism or the interaction of both. With dramatic increases in reported ASCs that are 

coincident in time with the deployment of wireless technologies, we need aggressive investigation of 

potential ASC - EMF/RFR links. The evidence is sufficient to warrant new public exposure standards 

benchmarked to low-intensity (non-thermal) exposure levels now known to be biologically disruptive, and 

strong, interim precautionary practices are advocated. 

 

J Toxicol Environ Health A. 2015;78(6):353-6. doi: 10.1080/15287394.2014.979272. 

Structural and ultrastructural study of rat liver influenced 
by electromagnetic radiation. 

Holovská K1, Almášiová V, Cigánková V, Beňová K, Račeková E, Martončíková M. 
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 1a Department of Anatomy, Histology and Physiology , University of Veterinary Medicine and Pharmacy , 
Košice , Slovak Republic. 

Abstract 

Mobile communication systems are undoubtedly an environmental source of electromagnetic radiation 

(EMR). There is an increasing concern regarding the interactions of EMR with the humans. The aim of this 

study was to examine the effects of EMR on Wistar rat liver. Mature rats were exposed to electromagnetic 

field of frequency 2.45 GHz and mean power density of 2.8 mW/cm(2) for 3 h/d for 3 wk. Samples of 

the liver were obtained 3 h after the last irradiation and processed histologically for light and transmission 

electron microscopy. Data demonstrated the presence of moderate hyperemia, dilatation of liver sinusoids, 

and small inflammatory foci in the center of liver lobules. Structure of hepatocytes was not altered and all 

described changes were classified as moderate. Electron microscopy of hepatocytes revealed vesicles of 

different sizes and shapes, lipid droplets, and proliferation of smooth endoplasmic reticulum. Occasionally 

necrotizing hepatocytes were observed. Our observations demonstrate that EMR exposure produced 

adverse effects on rat liver 

 

Exp Biol Med (Maywood). 2015 Feb 2. pii: 1535370214567611. [Epub ahead of print] 

Exposure to non-ionizing radiation provokes changes in rat thyroid morphology and 
expression of HSP-90. 

Misa-Agustiño MJ1, Jorge-Mora T1, Jorge-Barreiro FJ1, Suarez-Quintanilla J1, Moreno-Piquero 

E2, Ares-Pena FJ2, López-Martín E3. 
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Abstract 

Non-ionizing radiation at 2.45 GHz may modify the morphology and expression of genes that codify heat 

shock proteins (HSP) in the thyroid gland. Diathermy is the therapeutic application of non-ionizing radiation 

to humans for its beneficial effects in rheumatological and musculo-skeletal pain processes. We used a 

diathermy model on laboratory rats subjected to maximum exposure in the left front leg, in order to study 

the effects of radiation on the nearby thyroid tissue. Fifty-six rats were individually exposed once or 

repeatedly (10 times in two weeks) for 30 min to 2.45 GHz radiation in a commercial chamber at different 

non-thermal specific absorption rates (SARs), which were calculated using the finite difference time domain 

technique. We used immunohistochemistry methods to study the expression of HSP-90 and morphological 

changes in thyroid gland tissues. Ninety minutes after radiation with the highest SAR, the central and 

peripheral follicles presented increased size and the thickness of the peripheral septa had decreased. 

Twenty-four hours after radiation, only peripheral follicles radiated at 12 W were found to be smaller. 

Peripheral follicles increased in size with repeated exposure at 3 W power. Morphological changes in the 

thyroid tissue may indicate a glandular response to acute or repeated stress from radiation in the 

hypothalamic-pituitary-thyroid axis. Further research is needed to determine if the effect of this physical 

agent over time may cause disease in the human thyroid gland. 

© 2015 by the Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine. 
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Increased DNA oxidation (8-OHdG) and protein oxidation (AOPP) by low 
level electromagnetic field (2.45 GHz) in rat brain and protective effect of garlic. 

Gürler HŞ1, Bilgici B, Akar AK, Tomak L, Bedir A. 

Author information 
Abstract 

PURPOSE: 

To investigate the oxidative damage and protective effect of garlic on rats exposed to low level 

of electromagnetic fields (EMF) at 2.45 GHz Microwave radiation (MWR). 

METHODS: 

Thirty-six Wistar rats were divided into three groups. Group I was the control group and not exposed to EMF. 

Group II and III were exposed to low level EMF (3.68 ± 0.36 V/m) at 2.45 GHz MWR for 1 hour/day for 30 

consecutive days. Daily 500 mg/kg garlic was given to Group III during the study period. At the end of the 

study, thiobarbituric acid reactive substances (TBARS), advanced oxidation protein products (AOPP) and 8-

hydroxydeoxyguanosine (8-OHdG) levels were investigated in brain tissue and blood samples. 

RESULTS: 

Exposure to low level of EMF increased 8-OHdG level in both plasma and brain tissue whereas it increased 

AOPP level only in plasma. Garlic prevented the increase of 8-OHdG level in brain tissue and plasma AOPP 

levels. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

It may be concluded that low level EMF at 2.45 GHz MWR increases the DNA damage in both brain tissues 

and plasma of the rats whereas it increases protein oxidation only in plasma. It may also be argued that the 

use of garlic decreases these effects. 

 

Metab Brain Dis. 2014 Sep;29(3):787-99. doi: 10.1007/s11011-014-9549-9. Epub 2014 May 3. 

Electromagnetic radiation (Wi-Fi) and epilepsy induce calcium entry and apoptosis 
through activation of TRPV1 channel in hippocampus and dorsal root ganglion of 
rats. 

Ghazizadeh V1, Nazıroğlu M. 

Author information 
Abstract 

Incidence rates of epilepsy and use of Wi-Fi worldwide have been increasing. TRPV1 is a Ca(2+) permeable 

and non-selective channel, gated by noxious heat, oxidative stress and capsaicin (CAP). The hyperthermia 

and oxidant effects of Wi-Fi may induce apoptosis and Ca(2+) entry through activation of TRPV1 channel in 

epilepsy. Therefore, we tested the effects of Wi-Fi (2.45 GHz) exposure on Ca(2+) influx, oxidative stress 

and apoptosis through TRPV1 channel in the murine dorsal root ganglion (DRG) and hippocampus of 

pentylentetrazol (PTZ)-induced epileptic rats. Rats in the present study were divided into two groups as 

controls and PTZ. The PTZ groups were divided into two subgroups namely PTZ + Wi-Fi and PTZ + Wi-Fi + 

capsazepine (CPZ). The hippocampal and DRG neurons were freshly isolated from the rats. The DRG and 

hippocampus in PTZ + Wi-Fi and PTZ + Wi-Fi + CPZ groups were exposed to Wi-Fi for 1 hour before CAP 

stimulation. The cytosolic free Ca(2+), reactive oxygen species production, apoptosis, mitochondrial 

membrane depolarization, caspase-3 and -9 values in hippocampus were higher in the PTZ group than in 

the control although cell viability values decreased. The Wi-Fi exposure induced additional effects on the 

cytosolic Ca(2+) increase. However, pretreatment of the neurons with CPZ, results in a protection against 

epilepsy-induced Ca(2+) influx, apoptosis and oxidative damages. In results of whole cell patch-clamp 

experiments, treatment of DRG with Ca(2+) channel antagonists [thapsigargin, verapamil + diltiazem, 2-APB, 

MK-801] indicated that Wi-Fi exposure induced Ca(2+) influx via the TRPV1 channels. In conclusion, 

epilepsy and Wi-Fi in our experimental model is involved in Ca(2+) influx and oxidative stress-induced 

hippocampal and DRG death through activation of TRPV1 channels, and negative modulation of this channel 

activity by CPZ pretreatment may account for the neuroprotective activity against oxidative stress. 
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Environ Toxicol Pharmacol. 2013 Nov;36(3):826-34. doi: 10.1016/j.etap.2013.07.013. Epub 2013 Aug 3. 

Effects of olive leave extract on metabolic disorders and oxidative 
stress induced by 2.45 GHz WIFI signals. 

Salah MB1, Abdelmelek H, Abderraba M. 

Author information 
Abstract 

We investigated the effect of olive leaves extract administration on glucose metabolism 

and oxidative response in liver and kidneys of rats exposed to radio frequency (RF). The exposure of rats to 

RF (2.45 GHz, 1h/day during 21 consecutive days) induced a diabetes-like status. Moreover, RF decreased 

the activities of glutathione peroxidase (GPx, -33.33% and -49.40%) catalase (CAT, -43.39% and -39.62%) 

and the superoxide dismutase (SOD, -59.29% and -68.53%) and groups thiol amount (-62.68% and -

34.85%), respectively in liver and kidneys. Indeed, exposure to RF increased the malondialdehyde (MDA, 

29.69% and 51.35%) concentration respectively in liver and kidneys. Olive leaves extract administration (100 

mg/kg, ip) in RF-exposed rats prevented glucose metabolism disruption and restored the activities of GPx, 

CAT and SOD and thiol group amount in liver and kidneys. Moreover, olive leave extract administration was 

able to bring down the elevated levels of MDA in liver but not in kidneys. Our investigations suggested that 

RF exposure induced a diabetes-like status through alteration 

of oxidative response. Olive leaves extract was able to correct glucose metabolism disorder by 

minimizing oxidative stress induced by RF in rat tissues. 

 

Electromagn Biol Med. 2013 Jun;32(2):253-66. doi: 10.3109/15368378.2013.776437. 

Replication of heart rate variability provocation study with 2.4-GHz cordless phone 
confirms original findings. 

Havas M1, Marrongelle J. 

Author information 
 
Abstract 

This is a replication of a study that we previously conducted in Colorado with 25 subjects designed to test the 

effect of electromagnetic radiation generated by the base station of a cordless phone on heart rate 

variability (HRV). In this study, we analyzed the response of 69 subjects between the ages of 26 and 80 in 

both Canada and the USA. Subjects were exposed to radiation for 3-min intervals generated by a 2.4-

GHz cordless phonebase station (3-8 μW/cm²). A few participants had a severe reaction to the radiation with 

an increase in heart rate and altered HRV indicative of an alarm response to stress. Based on the HRV 

analyses of the 69 subjects, 7% were classified as being "moderately to very" sensitive, 29% were "little to 

moderately" sensitive, 30% were "not to little" sensitive and 6% were "unknown". These results are not 

psychosomatic and are not due to electromagnetic interference. Twenty-five percent of the subjects' self-

proclaimed sensitivity corresponded to that based on the HRV analysis, while 32% overestimated their 

sensitivity and 42% did not know whether or not they were electrically sensitive. Of the 39 participants who 

claimed to experience some electrical hypersensitivity, 36% claimed they also reacted to 

a cordless phone and experienced heart symptoms and, of these, 64% were classified as having some 

degree of electrohypersensitivity (EHS) based on their HRV response. Novel findings include documentation 

of a delayed response to radiation. Orthostatic HRV testing combined with provocation testing may provide a 

diagnostic tool for some sufferers of EHS when they are exposed to electromagnetic emitting devices. The 

protocol used underestimates reaction to electromagnetic radiation for those who have a delayed autonomic 

nervous system reaction and it may under diagnose those who have adrenal exhaustion as their ability to 

mount a response to a stressor is diminished. 
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Please note that above study was retracted in Dec 2014 on the request of the Trent University that claims 

Dr. Havas used data from human subjects before she completed the clearance process required by the 

Research Ethics Board. The Editor’s note states “It is noted that the author, Magda Havas, did receive a 
Human Subjects Protocol (#22836) approval for a study entitled ‘‘Effects of exogenous electromagnetic 

fields on endogenous electromagnetic properties of the human body’’, with an approval date of November 

5th, 2013. Havas has informed the Publisher that embedded in this approved proposal was a similar research 

protocol to that used in the published study above, and therefore this was a blind retroactive approval. The 

Research Ethics Board at Trent University have since confirmed that because the published article in 

Electromagnetic Biology and Medicine, June 2013 predates approval of protocol #22836, it cannot be 

considered retroactive approval for work that preceded ethical review by the Trent University Research 

Ethics Board”. 

However, we think for the purposes of this communique, the peer-reviewed and reliable data 

showing RF-EMR can interfere with the heart rate of humans should be noted. 

 

Bioelectromagnetics. 2009 Dec;30(8):678-86. doi: 10.1002/bem.20534. 

Mobile telephone use is associated with changes in cognitive 
function in young adolescents. 

Abramson MJ1, Benke GP, Dimitriadis C, Inyang IO, Sim MR, Wolfe RS, Croft RJ. 
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Abstract 

As part of the Mobile Radiofrequency Phone Exposed Users' Study (MoRPhEUS), a cross-sectional 

epidemiological study examined cognitive function in secondary school students. We recruited 317, 7th 

grade students (144 boys, 173 girls, median age 13 years) from 20 schools around Melbourne, Australia. 

Participants completed an exposure questionnaire based on the Interphone study, a computerised cognitive 

test battery, and the Stroop colour-word test. The principal exposure metric was the total number of 

reported mobile phone voice calls per week. Linear regression models were fitted to cognitive test response 

times and accuracies. Age, gender, ethnicity, socio-economic status and handedness were fitted as 

covariates and standard errors were adjusted for clustering by school. The accuracy of working memory was 

poorer, reaction time for a simple learning task shorter, associative learning response time shorter and 

accuracy poorer in children reporting more mobile phone voice calls. There were no significant relationships 

between exposure and signal detection, movement monitoring or estimation. The completion time for Stroop 

word naming tasks was longer for those reporting more mobile phone voice calls. The findings were similar 

for total short message service (SMS, also known as text) messages per week, suggesting these cognitive 

changes were unlikely due to radiofrequency (RF) exposure. Overall, mobile phone use was associated with 

faster and less accurate responding to higher level cognitive tasks. These behaviours may have been 

learned through frequent use of a mobile phone. 

 

Bioelectromagnetics. 2015 Apr;36(3):169-77. doi: 10.1002/bem.21893. Epub 2015 Feb 17. 

Inter-individual and intra-individual variation of the effects of 
pulsed RF EMF exposure on the human sleep EEG. 

Lustenberger C1, Murbach M, Tüshaus L, Wehrle F, Kuster N, Achermann P, Huber R. 
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Abstract 

Pulse-modulated radiofrequency electromagnetic fields (RF EMF) can alter brain activity during sleep; 

increases of electroencephalographic (EEG) power in the sleep spindle (13.75-15.25 Hz) and delta-theta 

(1.25-9 Hz) frequency range have been reported. These field effects show striking inter-individual 

differences. However, it is still unknown whether individual subjects react in a similar way when repeatedly 

exposed. Thus, our study aimed to investigate inter-individual variation and intra-individual stability of field 

effects. To do so, we exposed 20 young male subjects twice for 30 min prior to sleep to the same amplitude 

modulated 900 MHz (2 Hz pulse, 20 Hz Gaussian low-pass filter and a ratio of peak-to-average of 4) RF EMF 

(spatial peak absorption of 2 W/kg averaged over 10 g) 2 weeks apart. The topographical analysis 

of EEG power during all-night non-rapid eye movement sleep revealed: (1) exposure-related increases in 

delta-theta frequency range in several fronto-central electrodes; and (2) no differences in spindle frequency 

range. We did not observe reproducible within-subject RF EMF effects on sleep spindle and delta-theta 

activity in the sleep EEGand it remains unclear whether a biological trait of how the subjects' brains react to 

RF EMF exists. Bioelectromagnetics. 36:169-177, 2015. © 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. 

 


